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GLOBAL HIGHER INTEGRABILITY OF WEAK SOLUTIONS OF
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AND THOMAS SINGER
ABSTRACT. We establish higher integrability up to the boundary for the gradient of solu-
tions to porous medium type systems, whose model case is given by
∂tu−∆(|u|m−1u) = divF ,
where m > 1. More precisely, we prove that under suitable assumptions the spatial gra-
dient D(|u|m−1u) of any weak solution is integrable to a larger power than the natural
power 2. Our analysis includes both the case of the lateral boundary and the initial bound-
ary.
1. INTRODUCTION
We are concerned with the boundary regularity of solutions to Cauchy-Dirichlet prob-
lems of the form{
∂tu− divA(x, t, u,D(|u|m−1u)) = divF in ΩT := Ω× (0, T ),
u = g on ∂parΩT ,
for vector-valued solutions u : ΩT → RN , where m > 1, the domain Ω ⊂ Rn is bounded
with dimension n ≥ 2, the dimension of the target space is N ∈ N, and ∂parΩT denotes
the parabolic boundary of the space-time cylinder ΩT , where T > 0. We cover a large
class of vector fields A that we only require to satisfy growth and ellipticity conditions
corresponding to the model case A(x, t, u, ζ) = ζ of the porous medium system. The
assumptions on the data are made precise in Section 1.1 below. Our starting point are weak
solutions, by which we mean in particular that the spatial gradient satisfies D(|u|m−1u) ∈
L2(ΩT ). Our goal is to establish the self-improving property of integrability up to the
boundary in the sense that D(|u|m−1u) ∈ L2+ε(ΩT ) holds true for some ε > 0.
The question for higher integrability of solutions has a long history that starts with the
classical work by Elcrat & Meyers [31] on elliptic systems of p-Laplace type, which in turn
is based on the work of Gehring [14]. Since then, similar results have been established for a
variety of other elliptic problems, and the higher integrability of solutions has proved to be
a very useful tool for the derivation of further regularity results. We refer to [18, 19, 17, 21]
and the references therein. The question of higher integrability up to the boundary for
equations of p-Laplace type has been answered positively by Kilpela¨inen & Koskela [25].
They observed that the natural condition to impose on the regularity of the domain Ω ⊂ Rn
is the property of uniform p-thickness of the complement Rn \ Ω, see [25, Rem. 3.3].
The first higher integrability result for a parabolic problem is due to Giaquinta &
Struwe [20], who treated the quasilinear case. However, it turned out that the tech-
niques of Elcrat & Meyers could not directly be extended to the case of the parabolic
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p-Laplace system due to the anisotropic scaling behaviour of this system. This prob-
lem was solved by Kinnunen & Lewis in [26] for weak solutions to p-Laplace type sys-
tems. The much more intricate case of very weak solutions was settled by the same au-
thors in [27]. Their approach relies on the idea of intrinsic cylinders by DiBenedetto,
see [9, 8, 10]. The heuristic idea is to compensate for the inhomogeneity of the par-
abolic p-Laplace operator ∂tu − div (|Du|p−2Du) by working with cylinders that de-
pend on the size of |Du|. More precisely, for a parameter λ > 0 that is in some
sense comparable to |Du|, the idea by DiBenedetto is to consider cylinders of the form
Q
(λ)
r (xo, to) = Br(xo)× (to − λ2−pr2, to + λ2−pr2).
The boundary version of the higher integrability result for the parabolic p-Laplacian
has been established by Parviainen [32, 33], see also Bo¨gelein & Parviainen [2, 7] for the
higher order case. The required regularity of the boundary is the same as in the case of
the elliptic p-Laplacian, i.e. the complement of the domain is assumed to be uniformly p-
thick. Finally, we note that Adimurthi & Byun [1] proved global higher integrability even
for very weak solutions of parabolic p-Laplace equations.
Even after the case of the parabolic p-Laplace equation had been quite well understood,
the corresponding question for porous medium type equations stayed open for a long time.
This case turned out to pose additional challenges, which stem from the fact that the dif-
ferential operator ∂tu−∆um = ∂tu−mdiv(um−1Du) can degenerate depending on the
size of u, and not on the size of the gradient as for the parabolic p-Laplace. This type of
degeneracy makes it much more involved to derive gradient estimates, because both the
size of the solution and of the gradient have to be taken into account. In particular, it is
natural to work with intrinsic cylinders of the type
(1.1) Q(θ)% (xo, to) = B%(xo)×
(
to − θ1−m%
m+1
m , to + θ
1−m%
m+1
m
)
,
where θm corresponds to 1%u
m. The construction of a family of such intrinsic cylinders that
is suitable for the derivation of gradient estimates has first been established by Gianazza
and the third author in [15], using an idea from [34]. The article [15] contains the first
result on higher integrability of the gradient for porous medium type equations and opened
the path to further results in this direction. The higher integrability result was already
extended to systems in [4], to singular porous medium equations and systems, i.e. the
case m < 1, in [16, 6], and to a doubly nonlinear system in [3]. All of the mentioned
results are restricted to the interior case. The present article is devoted to the question
whether the higher integrability of the gradient can be extended up to the boundary. As
to be expected from the p-Laplacian case, we have to assume that the complement of the
domain is uniformly 2-thick. However, it turns out that we need a further assumption on
the domain in the case of the porous medium equation. The additional problem stems
from the fact that the degeneracy of the porous medium equation depends on the values
of the solution itself rather than on the gradient. This means that close to the boundary,
the degeneracy also depends on the value of the boundary values. In order to rebalance
this nonlinearity with the help of intrinsic cylinders of the type (1.1), we need to estimate
the difference of the boundary values and the constant θ by means of a suitable Poincare´
inequality on cylinders centred on the boundary. In order to obtain such an inequality for
arbitrary boundary data, we have to restrict ourselves to Sobolev extension domains. The
exact assumptions will be given in the following section.
Acknowledgments. T. Singer has been supported by the DFG-Project SI 2464/1-1 “Highly
nonlinear evolutionary problems”. K. Moring has been supported by the Magnus Ehrn-
rooth foundation.
1.1. Statement of the result. We consider Cauchy-Dirichlet problems of the form{
∂tu− divA(x, t, u,Dum) = divF in ΩT ,
u = g on ∂parΩT ,
(1.2)
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with u : ΩT → RN , where A : ΩT × RN × RNn → RNn is a Carathe´odory function
satisfying {
A(x, t, u, ζ) · ζ ≥ ν|ζ|2
|A(x, t, u, ζ)| ≤ L|ζ|(1.3)
for a.e. (x, t) ∈ ΩT and any (u, ζ) ∈ Rn × RNn. Note that for u ∈ RN we used the short
hand notation
uα = |u|α−1u
for α > 0, where we interpret uα as zero if u is zero. For the inhomogeneity F : ΩT →
RNn we assume that
(1.4) F ∈ L2+ε(ΩT ,RNn),
and for the boundary datum g : ΩT → RN we suppose that{
gm ∈ L2+ε(0, T ;W 1,2+ε(Ω,RN )), g ∈ C0([0, T ], Lm+1(Ω,RN )),
and ∂tgm ∈ L
m(2+ε)
2m−1 (ΩT ,RN )
(1.5)
for some ε > 0.
We consider weak solutions in the following sense.
Definition 1.1. A measurable map u : ΩT → RN in the class
um ∈ L2(0, T ;W 1,2(Ω,RN )) with u ∈ C0([0, T ], Lm+1(Ω,RN ))
is called a global weak solution to the Cauchy-Dirichlet problem (1.2) if¨
ΩT
[
u · ∂tϕ−A(x, t, u,Dum) ·Dϕ
]
dxdt =
¨
ΩT
F ·Dϕ dxdt(1.6)
holds true for every test-function ϕ ∈ C∞0 (ΩT ,RN ) and, moreover
(um − gm)(·, t) ∈W 1,20 (Ω,RN ) for almost every t ∈ (0, T )
and
1
h
ˆ h
0
ˆ
Ω
∣∣um+12 (x, t)− gm+12 (x, 0)∣∣2dxdt→ 0 as h ↓ 0(1.7)
for a given function g satisfying (1.5).
In order to state our assumptions on the boundary of the domain, we recall the following
two definitions. The first one is already familiar from corresponding results for p-Laplace
equations.
Definition 1.2. A set E ⊂ Rn is uniformly p-thick if there exist constants µ, %o > 0 such
that
capp(E ∩B%(xo), B2%(xo)) ≥ µ capp(B%(xo), B2%(xo))
for all xo ∈ E and for all 0 < % < %o.
For the treatment of the porous medium equation, we rely on a suitable Poincare´ in-
equality for the boundary values, see Lemma 4.3. In order to achieve our main result for
arbitrary boundary values, we need to assume that Ω is a Sobolev extension domain in the
following sense.
Definition 1.3. A domain Ω ⊂ Rn is called a W 1,p-extension domain if there exists a
linear operator E : W 1,p(Ω)→W 1,p(Rn) such that Eu(x) = u(x) for a.e. x ∈ Ω and
(1.8) ‖Eu‖W 1,p(Rn) ≤ cE‖u‖W 1,p(Ω)
for any u ∈W 1,p(Ω) and a constant cE ∈ R≥0.
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In [22] it was shown that every W 1,p-extension domain satisfies the measure density
condition, i.e. there exists α > 0 such that for all xo ∈ Ω and 0 < % ≤ 1
|Ω ∩B%(xo)| ≥ α|B%(xo)|(1.9)
holds true.
This allows us to formulate the main result of our paper. In order to state the local
estimate, we consider parabolic cylinders of the form
QR(xo, to) := BR(xo)× (to −R
m+1
m , to +R
m+1
m ).
Theorem 1.4. Letm > 1. There exist constants εo ∈ (0, 1] and c ≥ 1 so that the following
holds. Assume that for some ε ∈ (0, εo], the assumptions (1.3), (1.4), and (1.5) are in force
and that Ω ⊂ Rn is a boundedW 1,2+ε-extension domain for which the complementRn\Ω
is uniformly 2-thick. Then any global weak solution u to the Cauchy-Dirichlet problem
(1.2) in the sense of Definition 1.1 satisfies
Dum ∈ L2+ε(ΩT ,RNn).
Moreover, for any parabolic cylinder Q2R(zo) ⊂ Rn × (−T, T ) with zo ∈ ΩT ∪ ∂parΩT
we have ¨
QR∩ΩT
∣∣Dum∣∣2+ε dxdt(1.10)
≤ c
(
1 +−−
¨
Q2R∩ΩT
|um − gm|2
R2
dxdt
) εm
m+1 ¨
Q2R∩ΩT
∣∣Dum∣∣2 dxdt
+ c
(
−−
¨
Q2R∩ΩT
G2+εR dxdt
) 2εm
(2+ε)(m+1) ¨
Q2R∩ΩT
∣∣Dum∣∣2 dxdt
+ c
¨
Q2R∩ΩT
G2+εR dxdt,
where we abbreviated
G2R := |∂tgm|
2m
2m−1 + |Dgm|2 + |g|
2m
R2
+ |F |2.
The constant εo depends at most onm,n,N, ν, L, µ, %o, and α, and c depends on the same
data and additionally on cE . Here, the parameters µ, %o are introduced in Definition 2.7
with p = 2, cE is the constant from Definition 1.3 with p = 2 + ε and α is given by (1.9).
Remark 1.5. A close inspection of the proof shows that the constants in the preceding
theorem actually depend continuously on m > 1 and remain bounded when m ↓ 1.
1.2. Technical novelties and plan of the paper. It has been observed by Gianazza and
the third author in [15] that higher integrability in the interior of the domain can be derived
by working with cylinders Q(θ)% that are intrinsic in the sense
(1.11) −−
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)
|u|2m
%2
dxdt ≈ θ2m.
More precisely, a key step in [15] is the construction of a suitable system of cylinders
that are sub-intrinsic in the sense that the above integral is bounded from above by θ2m.
Close to the lateral boundary, however, it turns out that the suitable choice of the scaling
parameter θ has to depend on the boundary values as well. In the boundary situation, we
work with cylinders that satisfy a coupling of the type
(1.12) −−
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)
2
|um − gm|2 + |g|2m
%2
dxdt ≈ θ2m.
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Both of these coupling conditions have to be taken into account for the construction of a
system of sub-intrinsic cylinders as in [15]. In fact, when considering a point zo close to the
lateral boundary, it is not clear a priori if the mentioned construction yields a cylinder for
which the doubled cylinder Q(θ)2% (zo) touches the boundary or not. This is the reason why
both the interior scaling (1.11) and the boundary scaling (1.12) enter in the construction
of the cylinders, cf. Section 6.2. As a matter of course, the derivation of the desired
reverse Ho¨lder inequalities on these cylinders requires a much more extensive case-by-
case analysis than in the interior case.
At the initial boundary, we use an extension argument in order to avoid the occurrence of
a third type of coupling condition. More precisely, we extend the solution by the reflected
boundary values, cf. (3.2) below. Then we use a scaling as in (1.11) with u replaced by
its extension. This enables us to treat the initial boundary case with a coupling condition
analogous to the interior.
This article is organized as follows. In the preliminary Section 2, we collect some
technical tools that will be crucial for the proof. In Section 3 , we derive suitable Cac-
cioppoli type estimates and Section 4 is devoted to Sobolev-Poincare´ type inequalities for
the solutions. Both estimates are combined in Section 5 to establish reverse Ho¨lder type
inequalities on sub-intrinsic cylinders. Each of the three last-mentioned sections is sub-
divided into one subsection that is concerned with the case of the lateral boundary and
another one that deals with the initial boundary. Moreover, for the derivation of the reverse
Ho¨lder inequality, we have to consider two different types of coupling conditions for the
sub-intrinsic cylinders that can be understood as the non-degenerate case (see (5.1) for the
lateral boundary and (5.4) for the initial boundary) and the degenerate case (cf. (5.3) and
(5.6), respectively). The final Section 6 contains the construction of a suitable system of
cylinders, which can be shown to satisfy one of the mentioned coupling conditions that
lead to a reverse Ho¨lder inequality. By a Vitali type covering argument, the reverse Ho¨lder
estimates on the cylinders can be extended to estimates on the super-level sets. Then, a
standard Fubini type argument yields the result.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Notation. For zo = (xo, to) ∈ ΩT we set
Q(θ)% (zo) := B%(xo)× Λ(θ)% (to),
where B%(xo) denotes the open ball with radius % > 0 and center xo and
Λ(θ)% (to) := (to − θ1−m%
m+1
m , to + θ
1−m%
m+1
m ).
In the case θ = 1 we use the shorter notation Q%(zo) := Q
(1)
% (zo). From the definition of
the cylinders it becomes clear that the parabolic dimension associated to our problem is
d := n+ 1 + 1m .
Moreover, we will use the notations
Q%,s(zo) := B%(xo)× (to − s, to + s)
as well as
Q
(θ)
%,+(zo) := Q
(θ)
% (zo) ∩ {t > 0} and Q(θ)%,−(zo) := Q(θ)% (zo) ∩ {t < 0}.
For the mean value of a function f ∈ L1(A) over a set A ⊂ Rk of finite positive measure
we write (f)A := −´A f dx, and for a function v ∈ L1(ΩT ), we abbreviate moreover
(v)(θ)zo;% := −−
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)
v dxdt and (v)xo;%(t) := −
ˆ
B%(xo)
v(x, t) dx,
where t ∈ [0, T ]. Finally, we define the boundary term as
b[um,am] := mm+1
(|a|m+1 − |u|m+1)− u · (am − um).
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2.2. Auxiliary tools. In order to prove energy estimates we have to use a mollification in
time. For this purpose we define for v ∈ L1(ΩT ,RN ) the mollification
JvKh(x, t) := 1h ˆ t
0
e
s−t
h v(x, s)ds.
For the basic properties of the mollification J·Kh we refer to [28, Lemma 2.2] and [5,
Appendix B].
The next three Lemmas are helpful to estimate certain boundary terms, and can be found
in [4, Lemmas 2.2, 2.3, 2.7].
Lemma 2.1. Let α > 1. There exists a constant c = c(α) such that for any u, a ∈ RN the
following holds true:
(i) |u− a|α ≤ c|uα − aα|
(ii) 1c
∣∣aα − bα∣∣ ≤ [|a|α−1 + |b|α−1] |a− b| ≤ c∣∣aα − bα∣∣
Lemma 2.2. Let m ≥ 1. There exists a constant c = c(m) such that for every u, a ∈ RN
we have
(i) 1c
∣∣um+12 − am+12 ∣∣2 ≤ b[um,am] ≤ c∣∣um+12 − am+12 ∣∣2
(ii) b[um,am] ≤ c|um − am|m+1m
(iii) 1c |um − am|2 ≤
[|u|m−1 + |a|m−1] b[um,am] ≤ c|um − am|2
Lemma 2.3. There exists a constant c = c(m) such that for any bounded A ∈ Rn, any
u ∈ Lm+1(A,RN ), and any a ∈ RN there holds
−
ˆ
A
b[u, (u)A] dx ≤ c−
ˆ
A
b[u, a] dx.
The proof of the following lemma can be found in [3, Lemma 3.5], see also [11, Lemma
6.2] for an earlier version in a special case.
Lemma 2.4. Let p ≥ 1 and α ≥ 1p . Then there exists a constant c = c(α, p) such
that for any bounded sets of positive measure satisfying A ⊂ B ⊂ Rk, k ∈ N and any
u ∈ Lαp(B,RN ) and constant a ∈ RN there holds
−
ˆ
B
∣∣uα − (u)αA∣∣p dx ≤ c|B||A| −
ˆ
B
∣∣uα − aα∣∣p dx
Finally, we state a well-known absorption Lemma, that can be found in [21, Lemma
6.1] for instance.
Lemma 2.5. Let 0 < ϑ < 1, A,C ≥ 0 and α, β > 0. Then, there exists a constant
c = c(β, ϑ) such that there holds: For any 0 < r < % and any nonnegative bounded
function φ : [r, %]→ R≥0 satisfying
φ(t) ≤ ϑφ(s) +A(sα − tα)−β + C for all r ≤ t < s ≤ %,
we have
φ(r) ≤ c [A(%α − rα)−β + C] .
2.3. Variational p-capacity. Let 1 < p <∞ andD ⊂ Rn be an open set. The variational
p-capacity of a compact set C ⊂ D is defined by
capp(C,D) = inf
f
ˆ
D
|Df |pdx,
where the infimum is taken over all functions f ∈ C∞0 (D) such that f ≡ 1 in C. In order
to define the variational p-capacity of an open setU ⊂ E, we are taking the supremum over
the capacities of compact sets contained in U . The variational p-capacity for an arbitrary
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set E is defined by taking the infimum over the capacities of the open sets containing E.
The capacity of a ball is
capp(B%(xo), B2%(xo)) = c%
n−p.(2.1)
For more details we refer to [12, Ch. 4] or [24, Ch. 2].
At this point we introduce the uniform capacity density condition, which is essential for
proving a boundary version of a Sobolev-Poincare´ type inequality, where we note that this
condition is essentially sharp in the context of higher integrability. For the elliptic setting
we see [25], whereas the equations of parabolic p-Laplacian type were treated in [29].
We recall the definition of uniform p-thickness introduced in Definition 1.2. The fol-
lowing consequences of this property are well-known, see e.g. [32, Lemma 3.8].
Lemma 2.6. Let Ω ⊂ Rn be a bounded open set and assume that Rn \ Ω is uniformly
p-thick. Choose y ∈ Ω such that B4%/3(y) \ Ω 6= ∅. Then there exists a constant µ˜ =
µ˜(n, µ, %o, p) > 0 such that
capp
(
B2%(y) \ Ω, B4%(y)
) ≥ µ˜ capp (B2%(y), B4%(y)).
Lemma 2.7. If a compact set E is uniformly p-thick, then E is uniformly ϑ-thick for any
ϑ ≥ p.
The next theorem shows that a uniformly p-thick set has a self-improving property, see
[30].
Theorem 2.8. Let 1 < p ≤ n. If a set E is uniformly p-thick, then there exists a γ =
γ(n, p, µ) ∈ (1, p) for which E is uniformly γ-thick.
Before we proceed, let us recall that u ∈ W 1,p(Ω) is called p-quasicontinuous if for
each ε > 0 there exists an open set U ⊂ Ω ⊂ BR such that capp(U,B2R) ≤ ε and the
restriction of u to the set Ω \ U is finite valued and continuous. Note that every function
u ∈ W 1,p(Ω) has a p-quasicontinuous representative. A proof of the next lemma can be
found in [23].
Lemma 2.9. Let B%(xo) be a ball in Rn and fix a q-quasicontinuous representative of
u ∈W 1,q(B%(xo)). Denote
NB%/2(xo)(u) := {x ∈ B%/2(xo) : u(x) = 0}.
Then there exists a constant c = c(n, q) > 0 such that
−
ˆ
B%(xo)
|u|qdx ≤ c
capq(NB%/2(xo)(u), B%)
ˆ
B%(xo)
|Du|qdx.
The following Lemma can be found for instance in [32, Lemma 3.13].
Lemma 2.10. Let B%(xo) be a ball in Rn and suppose that u ∈ W 1,q(B%(xo)) is q-
quasicontinuous. Denote
NB%/2(xo)(u) := {x ∈ B%/2(xo) : u(x) = 0}.
Then, for q˜ ∈ [q, q∗] with q∗ = nqn−q there exists a constant c = c(n, q) > 0 such that(
−
ˆ
B%(xo)
|u|q˜dx
) 1
q˜
≤
(
c
capq(NB%/2(xo)(u), B%)
ˆ
B%(xo)
|Du|qdx
) 1
q
.
3. ENERGY ESTIMATES
In this section, we will prove energy estimates that are required to prove a reverse Ho¨lder
inequality.
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3.1. Estimates near the lateral boundary. We begin with a Caccioppoli type estimate at
the lateral boundary.
Lemma 3.1. Let m > 1 and u be a weak solution to (1.2) where the vector field A
satisfies (1.3) and the Cauchy-Dirichlet datum g fulfills (1.5). Then there exists a constant
c = c(m, ν, L) such that for any cylinder Q(θ)% (zo) ⊂ Rn+1 with 0 < % ≤ 1 and θ > 0
and for any r ∈ [%/2, %) the following energy estimate
sup
t∈Λ(θ)r (to)∩(0,T )
ˆ
Br(xo)∩Ω
b[um(t), gm(t)]dx+
¨
Q
(θ)
r (zo)∩ΩT
|Dum|2dxdt
≤ c
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)∩ΩT
[∣∣um − gm∣∣2
(%− r)2 + θ
m−1 b[u
m, gm]
%
m+1
m − rm+1m
]
dxdt
+ c
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)∩ΩT
[
|F |2 + |Dgm|2 + |∂tgm| 2m2m−1
]
dxdt
holds true.
Proof. The mollified version of the system (1.6) reads as¨
ΩT
[
∂tJuKh · ϕ+ JA(x, t, u,Dum)Kh ·Dϕ]dxdt
=
¨
ΩT
−JF Kh ·Dϕdxdt+ 1h ˆ
Ω
u(0) ·
ˆ T
0
e−
s
hϕdsdx
(3.1)
for any ϕ ∈ L2(0, T ;W 1,20 (Ω,RN )). For t1 ∈ Λ(θ)r (to) ∩ (0, T ) approximate the charac-
teristic function of the interval (0, t1) by
ψε(t) :=

t−ε
ε , for t ∈ (ε, 2ε]
1, for t ∈ (2ε, t1 − 2ε]
t1−ε−t
ε , for t ∈ (t1 − 2ε, t1 − ε]
0, otherwise
Furthermore, let η ∈ C∞0 (B%(xo), [0, 1]) be the standard cut off function with η ≡ 1 in
Br(xo) and |Dη| ≤ 2%−r and ζ ∈W 1,∞
(
Λ
(θ)
% (to), [0, 1]
)
be defined by
ζ(t) :=
 1, for t ≥ to − θ
1−mr
m+1
m
(t−to)θm−1+%
m+1
m
%
m+1
m −rm+1m
, for t ∈ (to − θ1−m%m+1m , to − θ1−mrm+1m )
We choose
ϕ(x, t) = η2(x)ζ(t)ψε(t) (u
m(x, t)− gm(x, t))
as testing function in the mollified weak formulation (3.1). We start with the parabolic part
of the equation and estimate¨
ΩT
∂tJuKh · ϕdxdt
=
¨
ΩT
η2ζψε∂tJuKh · (JuKmh − gm) dxdt
+
¨
ΩT
η2ζψε∂tJuKh · (um − JuKmh ) dxdt
≥
¨
ΩT
η2ζψε∂t
(
1
m+1 |JuKh|m+1 − gm · JuKh + mm+1 |g|m+1) dxdt
+
¨
ΩT
η2ζψε∂tg
m · (JuKh − g)dxdt
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=
¨
ΩT
[
η2ζψε∂tb
[JuKmh , gm]+ η2ζψε∂tgm · (JuKh − g)] dxdt
=
¨
ΩT
[−η2(ζ∂tψε + ∂tζψε)b[JuKmh , gm]+ η2ζψε∂tgm · (JuKh − g)] dxdt,
where we also used that ∂tJuKh = 1h (u− JuKh). We are now able to pass to the limit h ↓ 0
in the right-hand side of the previous estimate and obtain
lim inf
h↓0
¨
ΩT
∂tJuKh · ϕdxdt
≥
¨
ΩT
[−η2(ζ∂tψε + ψε∂tζ)b[um, gm] + η2ζψε∂tgm · (u− g)] dxdt
=: Iε + IIε + IIIε.
Now, we pass to the limit ε ↓ 0 and obtain for the first term
lim
ε↓0
Iε =
ˆ
Ω
η2b[um(t1), g
m(t1)]dx,
for any t1 ∈ Λ(θ)% (to) ∩ (0, T ), where we note that the integral at the time t = 0 vanishes
by assumption (1.7) in connection with Lemma 2.2. The second term can be estimated as
follows
|IIε| ≤
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)∩ΩT
θm−1
b[um, gm]
%
m+1
m − rm+1m
dxdt,
whereas the third term is estimated with the help of Young’s inequality and Lemma 2.1 (i)
|IIIε| ≤
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)∩ΩT
[
(%− r) 22m−1 |∂tgm| 2m2m−1 + |u− g|
2m
(%− r)2
]
dxdt
≤ c
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)∩ΩT
[
|∂tgm| 2m2m−1 + |u
m − gm|2
(%− r)2
]
dxdt,
since % ≤ 1.
Next we will treat the diffusion term. After passing to the limit h ↓ 0 we use the
ellipticity and growth condition (1.3) and Young’s inequality and hence we arrive at¨
ΩT
A(x, t, u,Dum) ·Dϕdxdt
=
¨
ΩT
A(x, t, u,Dum) · [η2ζψε(Dum −Dgm) + 2ηζψε(um − gm)⊗Dη] dxdt
≥
¨
ΩT
νη2ζψε|Dum|2dxdt
−
¨
ΩT
[
2Lη|Dη|ζψε|Dum||um − gm|+ L|Dum|η2ζψε|Dgm|
]
dxdt
≥ ν2
¨
ΩT
η2ζψε|Dum|2dxdt− c
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)∩ΩT
[ |um − gm|2
(%− r)2 + |Dg
m|2
]
dxdt
for a constant depending on m, ν and L. Let us now consider the right hand side in (3.1).
Note that the second term vanishes in the limit h ↓ 0, since
lim
h↓0
−
ˆ h
0
ˆ
Ω
|um − gm|m+1m dxdt = 0,
which follows from (1.7), Lemma 2.1(ii) and Ho¨lder’s inequality. In the term containing
F we also pass to the limit h ↓ 0 and use Young’s inequality afterwards to obtain¨
ΩT
F ·Dϕ dxdt
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=
¨
ΩT
[
η2ζψεF · (Dum −Dgm) + 2ηζψεF · (um − gm)⊗Dη
]
dxdt
≤ ν4
¨
ΩT
η2ζψε|Dum|2dxdt
+ c
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)∩ΩT
[ |um − gm|2
(%− r)2 + |Dg
m|2 + |F |2
]
dxdt.
We combine all these estimates and pass to the limit ε ↓ 0. This showsˆ
Br(xo)∩Ω
b[um(t1), g
m(t1)]dx+
ˆ
(to−θ1−mr
m+1
m , t1)∩(0,T )
ˆ
Br(xo)∩Ω
|Dum|2dxdt
≤ c
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)∩ΩT
[ |um − gm|2
(%− r)2 + θ
m−1 b[u
m, gm]
%
m+1
m − rm+1m
]
dxdt
+ c
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)∩ΩT
[
|F |2 + |Dgm|2 + |∂tgm| 2m2m−1
]
dxdt
for any t1 ∈ Λ(θ)r (to)∩(0, T ) and a constant c = c(m, ν, L). Finally, we take the supremum
over all t1 ∈ Λ(θ)r (to) ∩ (0, T ) in the first term on the left-hand side and then pass to the
limit t1 ↑ to + θ1−mrm+1m in the second term. This proves the lemma. 
3.2. Estimates near the initial boundary and in the interior. Up next we prove the
corresponding Caccioppoli estimate near the initial boundary Ω × {0}. For the initial
datum we use the abbreviation
g0(x) := g(x, 0) for x ∈ Ω.
We do not impose an additional regularity assumption on the initial datum except from g0 ∈
Lm+1(Ω,RN ). However, we exploit the fact that there is an extension g : ΩT → RN with
g(·, 0) = g0 and gm ∈ L2+ε(0, T ;W 1,2+ε(Ω,RN )) as well as ∂tgm ∈ L
m(2+ε)
2m−1 (ΩT ,RN ).
At the initial boundary, we begin with a Caccioppoli type estimate for the extended function
uˆ : Ω× (−T, T )→ RN , defined by
(3.2) uˆ(x, t) :=
{
u(x, t), t > 0,
g(x,−t), t ≤ 0.
We note that the following result also contains the interior case Q(θ)% (zo) ⊂ ΩT .
Lemma 3.2. Letm > 1 and u be a weak solution to (1.2) where the vector fieldA satisfies
(1.3) and the Cauchy-Dirichlet datum g fulfills (1.5). Then there exists a constant c =
c(n,m, ν, L) such that for every cylinder Q(θ)% (zo) ⊂ Ω× (−T, T ) with zo ∈ Ω× [0, T ),
0 < % ≤ 1 and θ > 0, the following holds. For every r ∈ [%/2, %) and every a ∈ RN , the
energy estimate
sup
t∈Λ(θ)r (to)
ˆ
Br(xo)
b
[
uˆm(t),am
]
dx+
¨
Q
(θ)
r (zo)
|Duˆm|2dxdt
≤ c
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)
[∣∣uˆm − am∣∣2
(%− r)2 + θ
m−1 b
[
uˆm,am
]
%
m+1
m − rm+1m
]
dxdt
+ c
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+(zo)
(|F |2 + |Dgm|2 + |∂tgm| 2m2m−1 )dxdt
holds true, where uˆ is defined according to (3.2).
Proof. We start with arguments similar to the proof of Lemma 3.1. We consider the mol-
lified version (3.1) of the equation and use now the test-function
ϕ = η2ζψε
(
um − am)
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with η, ζ, and ψε defined as in Lemma 3.1 and gm replaced by am. Observe that ∂tam = 0
and Dam = 0. For the parabolic part we obtain¨
ΩT
∂tJuKh · ϕdxdt
≥
¨
ΩT
η2ζψε∂t
(
1
m+1 |JuKh|m+1 − am · JuKh) dxdt
= −
¨
ΩT
η2(ζ∂tψε + ∂tζψε)b
[JuKmh ,am]dxdt.
By first passing to the limit h ↓ 0, then ε ↓ 0 and using the same estimates as in Lemma 3.1
we arrive at
lim inf
ε↓0
(
lim inf
h↓0
¨
ΩT
∂tJuKh · ϕdxdt)
≥
ˆ
Ω
η2b[um(t1),a
m]dx− ζ(0)
ˆ
Ω
η2b[gm0 ,a
m]dx
− c
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+(zo)
θm−1
b[um,am]
%
m+1
m − rm+1m
dxdt,
for any t1 ∈ Λ(θ)r (to) ∩ (0, T ). Here we also used the fact that
1
h
ˆ h
0
ˆ
Ω
b[um(t),am]dxdt→
ˆ
Ω
b[gm0 ,a
m]dx as h ↓ 0,
which follows from Lemma 2.1 (i) and assumption (1.7). The diffusion term and the term
containing F are treated exactly in the same way as in Lemma 3.1 with am instead of gm
(with obvious simplifications as Dam = 0). The second integral on the right-hand side of
the mollified equation (3.1) vanishes in the limit h ↓ 0 because of assumption (1.7). By
combining these estimates we obtain the bound
sup
t∈Λ(θ)r ∩(0,T )
ˆ
Br
b
[
um(t),am
]
dx+
¨
Q
(θ)
r,+
|Dum|2dxdt(3.3)
≤ c
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
[∣∣um − am∣∣2
(%− r)2 + θ
m−1 b[u
m,am]
%
m+1
m − rm+1m
]
dxdt
+ c
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
|F |2dxdt+ c ζ(0)
ˆ
B%
b[gm0 ,a
m]dx.
It remains to estimate the last integral. We start with the observation that two applications
of Lemma 2.2 (i) imply b[gm0 ,a
m] ≤ cb[am, gm0 ] and moreover, we have the identity
∂tb[a
m, uˆm] = ∂tuˆ
m · (uˆ− a) on Ω× (−T, 0].
This enables us to estimate
ζ(0)
ˆ
B%
b[gm0 ,a
m]dx ≤ c ζ(0)
ˆ
B%
b[am, gm0 ]dx
= c
ˆ 0
to−θ1−m%
m+1
m
ˆ
B%
∂t
(
ζ(t)b[am, uˆm]
)
dxdt
≤ c
¨
Q
(θ)
%,−
(∣∣∂tb[am, uˆm]∣∣+ |∂tζ| b[am, uˆm])dxdt
≤ c
¨
Q
(θ)
%,−
(
|∂tuˆm| |uˆ− a|+ θm−1 b[a
m, uˆm]
%
m+1
m − rm+1m
)
dxdt,
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where we have abbreviated Q(θ)%,− := Q
(θ)
% ∩ {t < 0}. Next, we use Young’s inequality, the
facts % ≤ 1 and uˆ(t) = g(−t) for t < 0, as well as Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, with the result
ζ(0)
ˆ
B%
b[gm0 ,a
m]dx
≤ c
¨
Q
(θ)
%,−
(
|∂tuˆm| 2m2m−1 + |uˆ− a|
2m
(%− r)2 + θ
m−1 b[a
m, uˆm]
%
m+1
m − rm+1m
)
dxdt
≤ c
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
|∂tgm| 2m2m−1 dxdt
+ c
¨
Q
(θ)
%,−
( |uˆm − am|2
(%− r)2 + θ
m−1 b[uˆ
m,am]
%
m+1
m − rm+1m
)
dxdt.
Plugging this estimate into (3.3), we arrive at
sup
t∈Λ(θ)r ∩(0,T )
ˆ
Br
b
[
um(t),am
]
dx+
¨
Q
(θ)
r,+
|Dum|2dxdt(3.4)
≤ c
¨
Q
(θ)
%
[∣∣uˆm − am∣∣2
(%− r)2 + θ
m−1 b[uˆ
m,am]
%
m+1
m − rm+1m
]
dxdt
+ c
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
(
|F |2 + |∂tgm| 2m2m−1
)
dxdt.
It remains to estimate the terms on the left-hand side for negative times t ∈ Λ(θ)r ∩ (−T, 0).
Note that this case only occurs if to < θ1−mr
m+1
m . In this situation, we estimateˆ
Br
b
[
uˆm(t),am
]
dx ≤ c
ˆ
B%
b
[
am, uˆm(t)
]
dx
≤ c−
ˆ
Λ
(θ)
% ∩(−T,0)
ˆ
B%
[
b
[
am, uˆm(τ)
]
+
ˆ t
τ
∂tb
[
am, uˆm(s)
]
ds
]
dxdτ
≤ c−
ˆ
Λ
(θ)
% ∩(−T,0)
ˆ
B%
[
b
[
uˆm(τ),am
]
+
ˆ t
τ
|∂tuˆm(s)| |uˆ(s)− a|ds
]
dxdτ.
For the estimate of the first term, we observe that |Λ(θ)% ∩(−T, 0)| ≥ θ1−m(%m+1m −rm+1m ),
which is a consequence of to− θ1−mrm+1m < 0. To the remaining term, we apply Young’s
inequality and Fubini’s theorem, which leads to the estimate
sup
t∈Λ(θ)r ∩(−T,0)
ˆ
Br
b
[
uˆm(t),am
]
dx(3.5)
≤
¨
Q
(θ)
%,−
(
θm−1
b
[
uˆm(τ),am
]
%
m+1
m − rm+1m
+ |∂tuˆm| 2m2m−1 + |uˆ− a|2m
)
dxdτ
≤
¨
Q
(θ)
%,−
(
θm−1
b
[
uˆm(τ),am
]
%
m+1
m − rm+1m
+
|uˆm − am|2
(%− r)2
)
dxdτ
+
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
|∂tgm| 2m2m−1 dxdτ.
In the last step, we used Lemma 2.1 (i), the fact % ≤ 1 and the definition of uˆ. Moreover,
from the definition of uˆ, we immediately obtain the estimate
(3.6)
¨
Q
(θ)
r,−
|Duˆm|2dxdt ≤
¨
Q
(θ)
r,+
|Dgm|2dxdt.
Combining the estimates (3.5) and (3.6) with (3.4), we deduce the claim. 
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Next we prove a lemma that allows us to compare slice-wise values of the solution
between the initial time and any given point of time. This type of lemma is termed gluing
lemma, and we will use it later in the proof of a Sobolev-type inequality near the initial
boundary.
We start by recalling the gluing lemma from the interior case, see [4, Lemma 3.2]. By
applying this result to the cylinder Q(θ)%,+(zo) and using initial condition (1.7) in the case
t = 0, we infer the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Let m > 1 and u be a global weak solution to (1.6) in the sense of Defini-
tion 1.1. We consider a cylinderQ(θ)% (zo) ⊂ Ω× (−T, T ) with zo ∈ Ω× [0, T ), 0 < % ≤ 1
and θ > 0. Then, there exists %ˆ ∈ [%2 , %] such that for any t, τ ∈ Λ(θ)% (to) with t, τ ≥ 0 we
have
|(u)xo;%ˆ(τ)− (u)xo;%ˆ(t)| ≤
c%
1
m
θm−1
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+(zo)
[∣∣Dum∣∣+ |F |] dxdt,
with a constant c = c(L).
We extend this result to a version adapted to the initial boundary.
Lemma 3.4. Let m > 1 and u be a global weak solution to (1.6) in the sense of Defini-
tion 1.1. We consider a cylinderQ(θ)% (zo) ⊂ Ω× (−T, T ) with zo ∈ Ω× [0, T ), 0 < % ≤ 1
and θ > 0. Then, there exists %ˆ ∈ [%2 , %] such that for any t, τ ∈ Λ(θ)% (to) we have
1
%
∣∣(uˆ)mxo;%ˆ(τ)− (uˆ)mxo;%ˆ(t)∣∣
≤ cΘ
m−1
τ,t
θm−1
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+(zo)
[∣∣Dum∣∣+ |F |] dxdt
+ c−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+(zo)
|Dgm|dxdt+
(
cΘm−1τ,t
θm−1
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+(zo)
|∂tgm|dxdt
) m
2m−1
,
with a constant c = c(m,L), where we abbreviated
Θτ,t :=
(
−
ˆ
B%(xo)
|uˆ(τ)|m + |uˆ(t)|m
%
dx
) 1
m
.
Proof. Throughout the proof, we omit the reference to the center zo in the notation. We
choose the radius %ˆ ∈ [%2 , %] that is provided by Lemma 3.3. We follow different strategies
depending on whether the considered times are positive or negative. In the case t, τ ≥ 0,
we combine Lemma 3.3 with Lemma 2.1 (ii) to obtain
1
%
∣∣(uˆ)m%ˆ (τ)− (uˆ)m%ˆ (t)∣∣(3.7)
≤ c
%
(
∣∣(uˆ)%ˆ(τ)|+ |(uˆ)%ˆ(t)|)m−1∣∣(uˆ)%ˆ(τ)− (uˆ)%ˆ(t)∣∣
≤ cΘ
m−1
τ,t
θm−1
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
[∣∣Dum∣∣+ |F |] dxdt.
Next, we consider the case t, τ ≤ 0, in which we can estimate
1
%
−
ˆ
B%
∣∣uˆm(t)− uˆm(τ)∣∣dx = 1
%
−
ˆ
B%
∣∣gm(−t)− gm(−τ)∣∣dx(3.8)
≤ 1
%
−
ˆ
B%
∣∣∣∣ ˆ −τ−t ∂tgm(s)ds
∣∣∣∣dx
≤ %
1
m
θm−1
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
|∂tgm|dxds.
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We apply Lemma 2.4, the definition of uˆ and Poincare´’s inequality in order to estimate
1
%
∣∣(uˆm)%ˆ(t)− (uˆ)m%ˆ (t)∣∣
≤ c
%
−
ˆ
B%
∣∣uˆm(t)− (uˆm)%(t)∣∣dx = c
%
−
ˆ
B%
∣∣gm(−t)− (gm)%(−t)∣∣dx
≤ c
%
−
ˆ
Λ
(θ)
%,+
[
−
ˆ
B%
∣∣gm(s)− (gm)%(s)∣∣dx+ ˆ −t
s
−
ˆ
B%
|∂tgm|(σ)dxdσ
]
ds
≤ c−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
|Dgm|dxdt+ c %
1
m
θm−1
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
|∂tgm|dxdt.
Obviously, the same estimate holds true for τ in place of t. From the two preceding esti-
mates, we deduce
1
%
∣∣(uˆ)m%ˆ (τ)− (uˆ)m%ˆ (t)∣∣(3.9)
≤ 1
%
∣∣(uˆm)%ˆ(τ)− (uˆm)%ˆ(t)∣∣
+
1
%
∣∣(uˆm)%ˆ(τ)− (uˆ)m%ˆ (τ)∣∣+ 1% ∣∣(uˆm)%ˆ(t)− (uˆ)m%ˆ (t)∣∣
≤ c−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
|Dgm|dxdt+ c %
1
m
θm−1
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
|∂tgm|dxdt
for any τ, t ∈ Λ(θ)% with τ, t ≤ 0. It remains to consider the case t < 0 < τ . In this case
we combine the estimates (3.7) with t = 0 and (3.9) with τ = 0 and deduce
1
%
∣∣(uˆ)m%ˆ (τ)− (uˆ)m%ˆ (t)∣∣
≤ 1
%
∣∣(uˆ)m%ˆ (τ)− (g0)m%ˆ ∣∣+ 1% ∣∣(g0)m%ˆ − (uˆ)m%ˆ (t)∣∣
≤ cΘ
m−1
τ,0
θm−1
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
[∣∣Dum∣∣+ |F |] dxdt
+ c−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
|Dgm|dxdt+ c %
1
m
θm−1
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
|∂tgm|dxdt.
Using (3.8) with τ = 0, the term Θm−1τ,0 can be bounded as follows.
Θm−1τ,0 ≤ cΘm−1τ,t +
(
c
%
−
ˆ
B%
|gm0 − uˆm(t)|dx
)m−1
m
≤ cΘm−1τ,t + c
(
%
1
m
θm−1
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
|∂tgm|dxdt
)m−1
m
.
Plugging this into the preceding estimate and applying Young’s inequality with exponents
m
m−1 and m, we arrive at
1
%
∣∣(uˆ)m%ˆ (τ)− (uˆ)m%ˆ (t)∣∣
≤ cΘ
m−1
τ,t
θm−1
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
[∣∣Dum∣∣+ |F |] dxdt+ ( c
θm−1
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
[∣∣Dum∣∣+ |F |] dxdt)m
+ c−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
|Dgm|dxdt+ c %
1
m
θm−1
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
|∂tgm|dxdt.
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In view of Estimates (3.7) and (3.9), this estimates holds in any case, i.e. for arbitrary times
t, τ ∈ Λ(θ)% . We multiply the preceding estimate with(
1
%
∣∣(uˆ)m%ˆ (τ)− (uˆ)m%ˆ (t)∣∣)m−1
and use the estimates 1% |(uˆ)m%ˆ (τ)− (uˆ)m%ˆ (t)| ≤ Θmτ,t and % ≤ 1. This leads to the bound(
1
%
∣∣(uˆ)m%ˆ (τ)− (uˆ)m%ˆ (t)∣∣)m
≤ c
(
1
%
∣∣(uˆ)m%ˆ (τ)− (uˆ)m%ˆ (t)∣∣)m−1
·
[
Θm−1τ,t
θm−1
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
[∣∣Dum∣∣+ |F |] dxdt+−−¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
|Dgm|dxdt
]
+ c
(
Θm−1τ,t
θm−1
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
[∣∣Dum∣∣+ |F |] dxdt)m
+ c
(
1
%
∣∣(uˆ)m%ˆ (τ)− (uˆ)m%ˆ (t)∣∣) (m−1)
2
m Θm−1τ,t
θm−1
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
|∂tgm|dxdt
≤ 1
2
(
1
%
∣∣(uˆ)m%ˆ (τ)− (uˆ)m%ˆ (t)∣∣)m
+ c
[
Θm−1τ,t
θm−1
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
[∣∣Dum∣∣+ |F |] dxdt+−−¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
|Dgm|dxdt
]m
+ c
(
Θm−1τ,t
θm−1
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
|∂tgm|dxdt
) m2
2m−1
,
where in the last step we applied Young’s inequality, once with exponents mm−1 and m and
a second time with m
2
(m−1)2 and
m2
2m−1 . We re-absorb the first term of the right-hand side
into the left and take the mth root of both sides. This yields the asserted estimate. 
4. SOBOLEV POINCARE´ TYPE INEQUALITIES
4.1. Estimates near the lateral boundary. The next lemma is an adoption of Lemma 4.2
of [7]. However, for the sake of completeness we will state a proof.
Lemma 4.1. Let u be a global weak solution in the sense of Definition 1.1 and assume
that Rn \ Ω is uniformly 2-thick. Moreover, consider a cylinder Q%,s(zo) ⊂ Rn+1 with
B%/3(xo) \Ω 6= ∅. Then there exists γ = γ(n, µ) ∈ (1, 2) such that for any γ ≤ ϑ ≤ 2 we
have ¨
Q%,s(zo)∩ΩT
|um − gm|ϑdxdt ≤ c%ϑ
¨
Q%,s(zo)∩ΩT
|D(um − gm)|ϑdxdt,
where c = c(n,N, µ, %o, ϑ).
Proof. Let γ = γ(n, µ) ∈ (1, 2) be the constant from Theorem 2.8. Then, by Lemma 2.7
we know that Rn \ Ω is uniformly ϑ-thick for any γ ≤ ϑ ≤ 2.
We can extend um − gm outside of ΩT by zero (still denoted in the same way) and
define for fixed t ∈ (to − s, to + s) ∩ (0, T ) the set
NB%/2(xo) := {x ∈ B%/2(xo) : (um − gm)(x, t) = 0}.
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Using Lemma 2.9 showsˆ
B%(xo)∩Ω
∣∣(um − gm)(·, t)∣∣ϑdx
=
ˆ
B%(xo)
∣∣(um − gm)(·, t)∣∣ϑdx
≤ c%
n
capϑ(NB%/2(xo), B%(xo))
ˆ
B%(xo)
∣∣D(um − gm)∣∣ϑdx
for a.e. t ∈ (to − s, to + s) ∩ (0, T ), with a constant c depending only on n,N, ϑ. Since
Rn \ Ω is uniformly ϑ-thick, Lemma 2.6 and (2.1) imply
capϑ(NB%/2(xo), B%(xo)) ≥ µ˜ capϑ(B%/2(xo), B%(xo)) = c%n−ϑ,
where µ˜ = µ˜(n, µ, %o, ϑ). Combining the previous estimates leads toˆ
B%(xo)∩Ω
∣∣(um − gm)(·, t)∣∣ϑdx ≤ c%ϑ ˆ
B%(xo)∩Ω
∣∣D(um − gm)(·, t)∣∣ϑdx.
Finally, integrating this inequality with respect to t over (to − s, to + s) ∩ (0, T ) finishes
the proof of the Lemma. 
Next, we are going to prove a different version of a Sobolev-type inequality.
To this end, we assume that the boundary values are extended to a function g ∈
L2+ε(0, T ;W 1,2+ε(Ω,RN )), which is possible since Ω is an extension domain. More-
over, we extend the solution and the boundary values across the initial boundary by letting
(4.1) uˆ =
{
u, t ≥ 0
g(−t), t < 0 and gˆ =
{
g, t ≥ 0
g(−t), t < 0
Note that uˆm − gˆm = 0 outside of ΩT . For the proof of the Sobolev-type inequality, we
assume that the cylinders Q(θ)% satisfy the sub-intrinsic scaling
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)
2
|uˆm − gˆm|2 + |gˆ|2m
%2
dxdt ≤ 2d+2θ2m.(4.2)
We observe that (4.2) implies that
1
|Q(θ)% (zo)|
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)∩ΩT
2
|um − gm|2 + |g|2m
%2
dxdt ≤ 2d+2θ2m(4.3)
holds true.
Lemma 4.2. Let u be a global weak solution in the sense of Definition 1.1 and assume
that Rn \ Ω is uniformly 2-thick. Moreover, consider a cylinder Q(θ)% (zo) ⊂ Rn+1 with
dist(B%(xo), ∂Ω) = 0 that satisfies the sub-intrinsic scaling (4.2). Then there exists q =
q(n, µ) ∈ (1, 2) such that for every ε ∈ (0, 1)
1
|Q(θ)% (zo)|
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)∩ΩT
|um − gm|2
%2
dxdt
≤ ε sup
t∈Λ(θ)% ∩(0,T )
1
|B%(xo)|
ˆ
B%(xo)∩Ω
θm−1
b[um(t), gm(t)]
%
m+1
m
dx
+ cε−
4m−2mq
mq+q
[
1
|Q(θ)4% (zo)|
¨
Q
(θ)
4% (zo)∩ΩT
|D(um − gm)|qdxdt
] 2
q
,
where c = c(n,m,N, µ, %o).
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Proof. To shorten the notation, we will omit zo as the reference point for the cylinder. Note
that the condition dist(B%(xo), ∂Ω) = 0 implies that B 4
3%
(xo) \ Ω 6= ∅. With a similar
argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.1, where we use Lemma 2.10 instead of Lemma 2.9,
we obtain an exponent ϑ = ϑ(n, µ) ∈ (1, 2) so that for every q ∈ [ϑ, 2) we have
1
|B4%|
ˆ
B4%∩Ω
∣∣(um − gm)(·, t)∣∣ nqn−q dx
≤ c% nqn−q
(
1
|B4%|
ˆ
B4%∩Ω
∣∣D(um − gm)(·, t)∣∣qdx) nn−q ,(4.4)
for a constant c = c(n,N, µ, %o, q). For α = α(m, q) ∈ (0, 2) to be chosen later we
estimate with the help of Lemma 2.2 (iii), Ho¨lder’s inequality and the sub-intrinsic scaling
(4.3)
1
|Q(θ)% |
¨
Q
(θ)
% ∩ΩT
|um − gm|2
%2
dxdt
=
1
%2|Q(θ)% |
¨
Q
(θ)
% ∩ΩT
|um − gm|α|um − gm|2−αdxdt
≤ c
%2|Q(θ)% |
¨
Q
(θ)
% ∩ΩT
b[um, gm]
α
2 [|u|m−1 + |g|m−1]α2 |um − gm|2−αdxdt
≤ c
%2|Q(θ)% |
(¨
Q
(θ)
% ∩ΩT
[|u|m−1 + |g|m−1] 2mm−1 dxdt
)α(m−1)
4m
·
(¨
Q
(θ)
% ∩ΩT
[
b[um, gm]
α
2 |um − gm|2−α] 4m4m−α(m−1) dxdt) 4m−α(m−1)4m
≤ c
%2|Q(θ)% |
(|Q(θ)% |θ2m%2)α(m−1)4m
·
(¨
Q
(θ)
% ∩ΩT
[
b[um, gm]
α
2 |um − gm|2−α] 4m4m−α(m−1) dxdt) 4m−α(m−1)4m
= c
 1
|Q(θ)% |
¨
Q
(θ)
% ∩ΩT
[(
θm−1
b[um, gm]
%
m+1
m
)α
2 |um − gm|2−α
%2−α
]p′
dxdt

1
p′
,
where we used the short-hand notation for exponents
p :=
4m
α(m− 1) and r :=
nq
n− q
1
p′(2− α) ,
and p′, r′ are the Ho¨lder conjugates of p and r. Let us note that p, r > 1 holds true when we
choose α suitably, as we do below. Next, we apply Ho¨lder’s inequality and then estimate
(4.4). In this way, we deduce
1
|Q(θ)% |
¨
Q
(θ)
% ∩ΩT
|um − gm|2
%2
dxdt
≤ c
 1
|Λ(θ)% |
ˆ
Λ
(θ)
% ∩(0,T )
[
1
|B%|
ˆ
B%∩Ω
(
θm−1
b[um, gm]
%
m+1
m
)α
2 p
′r′
dx
] 1
r′
·
[
1
|B4%|
ˆ
B4%∩Ω
( |um − gm|
%
) nq
n−q
dx
] 1
r
dt

1
p′
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≤ c
 1
|Λ(θ)% |
ˆ
Λ
(θ)
% ∩(0,T )
[
1
|B%|
ˆ
B%∩Ω
(
θm−1
b[um, gm]
%
m+1
m
)α
2 p
′r′
dx
] 1
r′
·
[
1
|B4%|
ˆ
B4%∩Ω
|D(um − gm)|qdx
] 1
r
n
n−q
dt

1
p′
At this point we are choosing α such that
1
r
· n
n− q = 1 ⇔
p′(2− α)
q
= 1 ⇔ α = 8m− 4mq
4m− q(m− 1) ∈ (0, 2),(4.5)
what implies
1
|Q(θ)% |
¨
Q
(θ)
% ∩ΩT
|um − gm|2
%2
dxdt
≤ c
(
sup
t∈Λ(θ)% ∩(0,T )
1
|B%|
ˆ
B%∩Ω
(
θm−1
b[um, gm]
%
m+1
m
)α
2 p
′r′
dx
) 1
r′p′
·
(
1
|Q(θ)4% |
¨
Q
(θ)
4% ∩ΩT
|D(um − gm)|qdxdt
) 1
p′
.
Next, we observe that we obtain in the limit q ↑ 2 that α → 0, p′ → 1 and r′ → n2 .
Therefore, we can choose q close to 2 such that p > 1, r > 1, and α2 p
′r′ < 1 hold true and
we are able to use Ho¨lder’s and Young’s inequalities to deduce
1
|Q(θ)% |
¨
Q
(θ)
% ∩ΩT
|um − gm|2
%2
dxdt
≤ c
(
sup
t∈Λ(θ)% ∩(0,T )
1
|B%|
ˆ
B%∩Ω
θm−1
b[um, gm]
%
m+1
m
dx
)α
2
·
(
1
|Q(θ)4% |
¨
Q
(θ)
4% ∩ΩT
|D(um − gm)|qdxdt
) 1
p′
≤ ε sup
t∈Λ(θ)% ∩(0,T )
1
|B%|
ˆ
B%∩Ω
θm−1
b[um, gm]
%
m+1
m
dx
+ cε−
4m−2mq
mq+q
(
1
|Q(θ)4% |
¨
Q
(θ)
4% ∩ΩT
|D(um − gm)|qdxdt
) 2
(2−α)p′
.
Noting that 2(2−α)p′ =
2
q finishes the proof. 
Next, we are going to prove a Poincare´ inequality for the boundary function g that
will be very useful in the course of the paper. This is the point in the proof at which the
Sobolev extension property of the domain is crucial. We recall that the extension property
in particular implies the measure density condition (1.9), which in turn implies the lower
bound
|ΩT ∩Q(θ)% (zo)| ≥ α|Q(θ)% (zo)|(4.6)
for any cylinder Q(θ)% (zo) with center zo ∈ ΩT ∪ ∂parΩT , where α > 0 is a constant
depending only on Ω.
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Lemma 4.3. Letm > 1, zo ∈ ΩT ∪∂parΩT , 0 < % ≤ 1 and g satisfy (1.5). Then for every
sub-intrinsic cylinder Q(θ)% (zo) ⊂ Rn × (−T, T ), i.e. (4.2) holds true, we have
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)
|gˆm − (gˆm)
Q
(θ)
% (zo)
|2
%2
dxdt
≤ c−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+(zo)
[
|Dgm|2 + |∂tgm| 2m2m−1χΩT
]
dxdt(4.7)
for a constant c depending only on m, n and α.
Proof. For simplicity we omit the center of the cylinder in the notation. Adding and sub-
tracting the slice-wise mean value integral leads to
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%
|gˆm − (gˆm)
Q
(θ)
%
|2dxdt
≤ −−
¨
Q
(θ)
%
|gˆm − (gˆm)
Q
(θ)
% ∩ΩT |
2dxdt
≤ 2−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%
[
|gˆm − (gˆm(t))B%∩Ω|2 + |(gˆm(t))B%∩Ω − (gˆm)Q(θ)% ∩ΩT |
2
]
dxdt
=: I + II.
Using Lemma 2.4, the measure density condition (1.9) and the Sobolev-inequality shows
for the first term
I ≤ |B%||Ω ∩B%|−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%
|gˆm − (gˆm(t))B% |2dxdt
≤ c%2−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%
|Dgˆm|2dxdt ≤ c%2−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
|Dgm|2dxdt
for a constant c = c(α,m, n). In order to treat the second term we may assume that t > 0
because otherwise we use the identity gˆ(t) = gˆ(−t). This allows us to estimate
|(gˆm(t))B%∩Ω − (gˆm)Q(θ)% ∩ΩT |
2
=
∣∣∣∣∣−−
¨
Q
(θ)
% ∩ΩT
gm(t)− gm(τ)dxdτ
∣∣∣∣∣
2
≤
(
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
% ∩ΩT
∣∣∣∣ ˆ t
τ
∂tg
m(s)ds
∣∣∣∣ dxdt
)2
≤
(
2−−
¨
Q
(θ)
% ∩ΩT
%
m+1
m θ1−m|∂tgm|dxdτ
)2
.
This proves the following estimate
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%
|gˆm − (gˆm)
Q
(θ)
%
|2dxdt
≤ c−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
%2|Dgm|2dxdt+ c
(
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
% ∩ΩT
%
m+1
m θ1−m|∂tgm|dxdt
)2
.
Using the sub-intrinsic scaling of the cylinders and m > 1, we obtain
(%
m+1
m θ1−m)2 ≤ c%2m+1m
(
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%
|uˆm − gˆm|2 + |gˆ|2m
%2
dxdt
) 1−m
m
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≤ %4
(
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%
|gˆ|2mdxdt
) 1−m
m
≤ c%4
(
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%
|gˆm − (gˆm)
Q
(θ)
%
|2dxdt
) 1−m
m
.
This in connection with the last estimate shows
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%
|gˆm − (gˆm)
Q
(θ)
%
|2dxdt ≤ c−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
%2|Dgm|2dxdt
+ c%4
(
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%
|gˆm − (gˆm)
Q
(θ)
%
|2dxdt
) 1−m
m
(
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
% ∩ΩT
|∂tgm|dxdt
)2
.
We multiply this estimate with[
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%
|gˆm − (gˆm)
Q
(θ)
%
|2dxdt
]m−1
m
,
and take both sides to the power m2m−1 , which leads to the bound
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%
|gˆm − (gˆm)
Q
(θ)
%
|2dxdt
≤ c
(
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
%2|Dgm|2dxdt
) m
2m−1
(
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%
|gˆm − (gˆm)
Q
(θ)
%
|2dxdt
) m−1
2m−1
+ %4
m
2m−1
(
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
% ∩ΩT
|∂tgm|dxdt
) 2m
2m−1
≤ 12−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%
|gˆm − (gˆm)
Q
(θ)
%
|2dxdt+ c−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
%2|Dgm|2dxdt
+ %
4m
2m−1
(
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
% ∩ΩT
|∂tgm|dxdt
) 2m
2m−1
.
Absorbing the first term on the right-hand side, using the measure density condition (4.6)
and applying Ho¨lder’s inequality finishes the proof of the lemma. 
4.2. Estimates near the initial boundary. Here we prove a Sobolev-type inequality near
the initial boundary. First we prove one auxiliary lemma, since we cannot use the Sobolev
inequality in both space and time directions simultaneously. That is due to the fact that
less regularity is assumed in the time direction. That is why we first use the gluing lemma
to treat the time direction and then use the Sobolev inequality slice-wise in space. In this
section we assume that the considered cylinders Q(θ)% (zo) ⊂ Ω × (−T, T ) with zo ∈ ΩT ,
0 < % ≤ 1 and θ > 0 satisfy a sub-intrinsic coupling of the form
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)
|uˆ|2m
%2
dxdt ≤ 2d+2θ2m,(4.8)
where uˆ : Ω× (−T, T )→ RN is defined as in (3.2).
Lemma 4.4. Let m > 1 and u be a weak solution to (1.2) where the vector field A
satisfies (1.3). Then there exists a constant c = c(n,m, ν, L) such that for any sub-cylinder
Q
(θ)
% (zo) ⊂ Ω×(−T, T ) with zo ∈ Ω×[0, T ), 0 < % ≤ 1 and θ > 0, which is sub-intrinsic
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in the sense of (4.8), the inequality
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)
∣∣uˆm − (uˆm)(θ)zo;%∣∣2
%2
dxdt
≤ c−−
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)
∣∣uˆm − (uˆm)xo;%(t)∣∣2
%2
dxdt
+ c
(
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+(zo)
[∣∣Dum∣∣+ |F |+ ∣∣Dgm∣∣] dxdt)2
+ c
(
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+(zo)
∣∣∂tgm∣∣ dxdt)
2m
2m−1
holds true.
Proof. Let %ˆ ∈ [%2 , %] be the radius in Lemma 3.4. For simplicity we omit the reference
point zo in the notation. We start by decomposing
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%
∣∣uˆm − (uˆm)(θ)% ∣∣2
%2
dxdt ≤ 3
[
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%
∣∣uˆm − (uˆ)m%ˆ (t)∣∣2
%2
dxdt
+
1
%2
−
ˆ
Λ
(θ)
%
∣∣∣∣−ˆ
Λ
(θ)
%
[
(uˆ)m%ˆ (t)− (uˆ)m%ˆ (τ)
]
dτ
∣∣∣∣2dt
+
1
%2
∣∣∣∣−ˆ
Λ
(θ)
%
(uˆ)m%ˆ (τ)dτ − (uˆm)(θ)%
∣∣∣∣2
]
=: 3
[
I + II + III
]
.
The first integral we can estimate by using Lemma 2.4 slice-wise and the fact %ˆ ∈ [%2 , %] to
obtain
I ≤ c−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%
∣∣uˆm − (uˆm)%(t)∣∣2
%2
dxdt,
in which c = c(n,m). For the second term II we use Gluing Lemma 3.4, Ho¨lder’s inequal-
ity and the sub-intrinsic scaling (4.8) such that we have
II ≤ c
θ2(m−1)
(
−−
¨
Q%
|uˆ|2m
%2
dxdt
)m−1
m
(
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
[∣∣Dum∣∣+ |F |] dxdt)2
+
c
θ
2m(m−1)
2m−1
(
−−
¨
Q%
|uˆ|2m
%2
dxdt
) m−1
2m−1
(
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
∣∣∂tgm∣∣ dxdt)
2m
2m−1
+ c
(
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
∣∣Dgm∣∣ dxdt)2
≤ c
(
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
[∣∣Dum∣∣+ |F |+ ∣∣Dgm∣∣] dxdt)2
+ c
(
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+
∣∣∂tgm∣∣ dxdt)
2m
2m−1
.
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For the third term, Ho¨lder’s inequality and the estimate for I imply
III ≤ I ≤ c−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%
∣∣uˆm − (uˆm)%(t)∣∣2
%2
dxdt,
which completes the proof. 
Now we are able to prove a suitable Sobolev-type inequality near the initial boundary.
Lemma 4.5. Let m > 1 and u be a global weak solution to (1.2) in the sense of Defi-
nition 1.1, where the vector field A satisfies (1.3) and the Cauchy-Dirichlet datum g ful-
fills (1.5). Then there exists a constant c = c(n,m, ν, L) such that for any sub-cylinder
Q
(θ)
% (zo) ⊂ Ω × (−T, T ) with zo ∈ Ω × [0, T ), 0 < % ≤ 1 and θ > 0 the following
inequalities hold true. We have the Poincare´ type estimate
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)
∣∣uˆm − (uˆm)(θ)% ∣∣2
%2
dxdt
≤ c−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+(zo)
[∣∣Dum∣∣2 + |F |2 + ∣∣Dgm∣∣2 + ∣∣∂tgm∣∣ 2m2m−1 ] dxdt
as well as the Sobolev-Poincare´ inequality
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)
∣∣uˆm − (uˆm)(θ)% ∣∣2
%2
dxdt
≤ ε sup
t∈Λ(θ)% (to)
−
ˆ
B%(xo)
θm−1
b[uˆm(·, t), (uˆm)(θ)xo;%]
%
m+1
m
dx
+
c
ε
2
n
[
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)
∣∣Duˆm∣∣q dxdt] 2q
+ c−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+(zo)
[
|F |2 + ∣∣Dgm∣∣2 + ∣∣∂tgm∣∣ 2m2m−1 ] dxdt
for any ε ∈ (0, 1], where q := 2nd < 2.
Proof. We take Lemma 4.4 as a starting point. The first estimate simply follows by an
application of Poincare´’s inequality on the time slices. For the second claim, we proceed
as in [4, Lemma 4.3]. 
5. REVERSE HO¨LDER INEQUALITIES
In this section we will prove reverse Ho¨lder inequalities. Since the construction of our
cylinders does not ensure that we always have intrinsic coupling, we have to distinguish
between two cases here. Additionally, we have to treat the lateral boundary in a different
way than the initial boundary.
5.1. The lateral boundary. The preceding results bring us into position to prove the fol-
lowing reverse Ho¨lder inequality.
Lemma 5.1. Let m > 1, zo ∈ ΩT ∪ ∂parΩT and u be a weak solution to (1.2) where
the vector field A satisfies (1.3) and the Cauchy-Dirichlet datum g fulfills (1.5). Then on
any cylinder Q(θ)% (zo) ⊂ Rn × (−T, T ) with dist(B%(xo), ∂Ω) = 0 which satisfies the
intrinsic coupling
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
2% (zo)
2
|uˆm − gˆm|2 + |gˆ|2m
(2%)2
dxdt ≤ θ2m
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≤ K−−
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)
2
|uˆm − gˆm|2 + |gˆ|2m
%2
dxdt(5.1)
for some 0 < % ≤ 1, θ ≥ 0 and K ≥ 1, we have the following reverse Ho¨lder inequality
1
|Q(θ)% (zo)|
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)∩ΩT
|Dum|2dxdt
≤ c
(
1
|Q(θ)8% (zo)|
¨
Q
(θ)
8% (zo)∩ΩT
|Dum|qdxdt
) 2
q
+ c−−
¨
Q
(θ)
8%,+(zo)
[(
|F |2 + |∂tgm| 2m2m−1
)
χΩT + |Dgm|2
]
dxdt,
for a constant c = c(m,n,N, α, µ, %o, ν, L,K) and some q = q(n, µ) ∈ (1, 2).
Proof. Let 0 < % ≤ r < s ≤ 2%. To shorten the notation, we will again omit the reference
point zo. Utilizing Lemma 3.1 shows
sup
t∈Λ(θ)r ∩(0,T )
1
|Br|
ˆ
Br∩Ω
θm−1
b[um(t), gm(t)]
r
m+1
m
dx(5.2)
+
1
|Q(θ)r |
¨
Q
(θ)
r ∩ΩT
|Dum|2dxdt
≤ c
|Q(θ)s |
¨
Q
(θ)
s ∩ΩT
∣∣um − gm∣∣2
(s− r)2 dxdt
+
c
|Q(θ)s |
¨
Q
(θ)
s ∩ΩT
θm−1
b[um, gm]
s
m+1
m − rm+1m
dxdt
+ c−−
¨
Q
(θ)
s,+
[(
|F |2 + |∂tgm| 2m2m−1
)
χΩT + |Dgm|2
]
dxdt
=: I + II + III
with the obvious meaning of I− III. Using the abbreviation
Rr,s := s
m+1
2m
s
m+1
2m − rm+12m
as well as the estimate (s
m+1
2m − rm+12m ) ≤ (s− r)m+12m implies
I ≤ cR
4m
m+1
r,s
|Q(θ)s |
¨
Q
(θ)
s ∩ΩT
∣∣um − gm∣∣2
s2
dxdt.
For the second term we use the intrinsic coupling (5.1), noting that (uˆm − gˆm)χ
Q
(θ)
%
=
(um − gm)χ
Q
(θ)
% ∩ΩT , and Lemma 2.2 to obtain
II ≤ cR
2
r,s
|Q(θ)s |
¨
Q
(θ)
s ∩ΩT
θm−1
b[um, gm]
s
m+1
m
dxdt
≤ cR
2
r,s
|Q(θ)s |
¨
Q
(θ)
s ∩ΩT
∣∣um − gm∣∣2
s2
dxdt
+
(
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
s
|gˆ|2m
s2
dxdt
)m−1
2m cR2r,s
|Q(θ)s |
¨
Q
(θ)
s ∩ΩT
b[um, gm]
s
m+1
m
dxdt
=: II1 + II2.
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In order to estimate the second term on the right-hand side, we first use the Poincare´ in-
equality (4.7) to obtain
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
s
|gˆ|2m
s2
dxdt
≤ 2
s2
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
s
[
|gˆm − (gˆm)
Q
(θ)
s
|2 + |(gˆm)
Q
(θ)
s
|2
]
dxdt
≤ c−−
¨
Q
(θ)
s,+
[
|Dgm|2 + |∂tgm| 2m2m−1χΩT
]
dxdt+ c
|(gˆm)
Q
(θ)
s
|2
s2
=: Gs + c
|(gˆm)
Q
(θ)
s
|2
s2
,
where we abbreviated
Gs := −−
¨
Q
(θ)
s,+
[
|Dgm|2 +
(
|∂tgm| 2m2m−1 + |F |2
)
χΩT
]
dxdt.
Using Lemma 2.2 and Young’s inequality, we further estimate
II2 ≤ cG
m−1
2m
s
cR2r,s
|Q(θ)s |
¨
Q
(θ)
s ∩ΩT
b[um, gm]
s
m+1
m
dxdt
+
cR2r,s
|Q(θ)s |
¨
Q
(θ)
s ∩ΩT
|(gˆm)
Q
(θ)
s
|m−1m
b[um, (gˆm)
Q
(θ)
s
] + b[(gˆm)
Q
(θ)
s
, gm]
s2
dxdt
≤ cR2r,s
Gs +(−−¨
Q
(θ)
s ∩ΩT
|um − gm|m+1m
s
m+1
m
dxdt
) 2m
m+1

+
cR2r,s
|Q(θ)s |
¨
Q
(θ)
s ∩ΩT
|um − gm|2 + |gm − (gˆm)
Q
(θ)
s
|2
s2
dxdt
≤ cR2r,s
[
Gs + 1|Q(θ)s |
¨
Q
(θ)
s ∩ΩT
|um − gm|2
s2
dxdt
+−−
¨
Q
(θ)
s
|gˆm − (gˆm)
Q
(θ)
s
|2
s2
dxdt
]
≤ cR2r,s
[
Gs + 1|Q(θ)s |
¨
Q
(θ)
s ∩ΩT
|um − gm|2
s2
dxdt
]
.
Inserting the estimates for the terms I and II, and using Lemma 4.2 shows for every ε ∈
(0, 1) that
sup
t∈Λ(θ)r ∩(0,T )
1
|Br|
ˆ
Br∩Ω
θm−1
b[um(t), gm(t)]
r
m+1
m
dx
+
1
|Q(θ)r |
¨
Q
(θ)
r ∩ΩT
|Dum|2dxdt
≤ cR
4m
m+1
r,s
[
ε sup
t∈Λ(θ)s ∩(0,T )
1
|Bs|
ˆ
Bs∩Ω
θm−1
b[um(t), gm(t)]
s
m+1
m
dx
+ε−
4m−2mq
mq+q
(
1
|Q(θ)4s |
¨
Q
(θ)
4s ∩ΩT
|D(um − gm)|qdxdt
) 2
q
+ Gs

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holds true. Choosing ε = 1
2cR
4m
m+1
r,s
yields
sup
t∈Λ(θ)r ∩(0,T )
1
|Br|
ˆ
Br∩Ω
θm−1
b[um(t), gm(t)]
r
m+1
m
dx
+
1
|Q(θ)r |
¨
Q
(θ)
r ∩ΩT
|Dum|2dxdt
≤ 1
2
sup
t∈Λ(θ)s ∩(0,T )
1
|Bs|
ˆ
Bs∩Ω
θm−1
b[um(t), gm(t)]
s
m+1
m
dx
+ cR
4m
m+1
(
4m−2mq
(m+1)q
+1
)
r,s
(
1
|Q(θ)8% |
¨
Q
(θ)
8% ∩ΩT
|D(um − gm)|qdxdt
) 2
q
+ cR
4m
m+1
r,s G2%.
We are now in position to apply Lemma 2.5 and obtain
sup
t∈Λ(θ)% ∩(0,T )
1
|B%|
ˆ
B%∩Ω
θm−1
b[um(t), gm(t)]
%
m+1
m
dx
+
1
|Q(θ)% |
¨
Q
(θ)
% ∩ΩT
|Dum|2dxdt
≤ c
(
1
|Q(θ)8% |
¨
Q
(θ)
8% ∩ΩT
|D(um − gm)|qdxdt
) 2
q
+ G2%.
This finishes the proof of the Lemma. 
Lemma 5.2. Let m > 1, zo ∈ ΩT ∪ ∂parΩT and u be a weak solution to (1.2) where
the vector field A satisfies (1.3) and the Cauchy-Dirichlet datum g fulfills (1.5). Then on
any cylinder Q(θ)% (zo) ⊂ Rn × (−T, T ) with dist(B%(xo), ∂Ω) = 0, which satisfies the
intrinsic coupling
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
2% (zo)
2
|uˆm − gˆm|2 + |gˆ|2m
(2%)2
dxdt ≤ θ2m
≤ K−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%,+(zo)
[(
|Dum|2 + |F |2 + |∂tgm| 2m2m−1
)
χΩT + |Dgm|2
]
dxdt(5.3)
for some 0 < % ≤ 1, θ > 0 and K ≥ 1 we have the following reverse Ho¨lder inequality
1
|Q(θ)% (zo)|
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)∩ΩT
|Dum|2dxdt
≤ c
(
1
|Q(θ)8% (zo)|
¨
Q
(θ)
8% (zo)∩ΩT
|Dum|qdxdt
) 2
q
+
c
|Q(θ)8% (zo)|
¨
Q
(θ)
8%,+(zo)
[
|Dgm|2 +
(
|∂tgm| 2m2m−1 + |F |2
)
χΩT
]
dxdt.
for a constant c = c(m,n,N, α, µ, %o, ν, L,K) and some q = q(n, µ) ∈ (1, 2).
Proof. We consider again radii r, s > 0 with % ≤ r < s ≤ 2% and take the Caccioppoli
inequality from Lemma 3.1 as starting point. We use the same short-hand notation as in
the proof of Lemma 5.1. The first term in (5.2) can be estimated in the same way as before,
whereas the second term will be treated in a different way. By using Young’s inequality
and Lemma 2.2 (ii) we obtain
II ≤ cR
2
r,s
|Q(θ)s (zo)|
¨
Q
(θ)
s (zo)∩ΩT
θm−1
b[um, gm]
s
m+1
m
dxdt
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≤ δθ2m + cδR
4m
m+1
r,s
|Q(θ)s (zo)|
¨
Q
(θ)
s (zo)∩ΩT
b[um, gm]
2m
m+1
s2
dxdt
≤ δθ2m + cδR
4m
m+1
r,s
|Q(θ)s (zo)|
¨
Q
(θ)
s (zo)∩ΩT
|um − gm|2
s2
dxdt.
Using the intrinsic coupling (5.3) allows us to absorb the term involving Dum and more-
over, exploiting Lemma 4.2 leads to
sup
t∈Λ(θ)r (to)∩(0,T )
1
|Br(xo)|
ˆ
Br(xo)∩Ω
θm−1
b[um(t), gm(t)]
r
m+1
m
dx
+
1
|Q(θ)r (zo)|
¨
Q
(θ)
r (zo)∩ΩT
|Dum|2dxdt
≤ cR
4m
m+1
r,s
|Q(θ)s (zo)|
¨
Q
(θ)
s,+(zo)
[
|um − gm|2
s2
+ |Dgm|2 +
(
|F |2 + |∂tgm| 2m2m−1
)
χΩT
]
dxdt
≤ cR
4m
m+1
r,s
[
ε sup
t∈Λ(θ)s (to)∩(0,T )
1
|Bs(xo)|
ˆ
Bs(xo)∩Ω
θm−1
b[um(t), gm(t)]
s
m+1
m
dx
+ ε−
4m−2mq
mq+q
(
1
|Q(θ)4s (zo)|
¨
Q
(θ)
4s (zo)∩ΩT
|D(um − gm)|qdxdt
) 2
q
+
1
|Q(θ)s (zo)|
¨
Q
(θ)
s,+(zo)
[
|Dgm|2 +
(
|F |2 + |∂tgm| 2m2m−1
)
χΩT
]
dxdt
]
.
Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 5.1 completes the proof. 
5.2. The initial boundary. Our next goal is the proof of reverse Ho¨lder inequalities at the
initial boundary. Again, we have to distinguish between two cases.
Lemma 5.3. Let m > 1 and u be a global weak solution to (1.2) in the sense of Defini-
tion 1.1, where the vector field A satisfies (1.3) and the Cauchy-Dirichlet datum g fulfills
(1.5). Then on any cylinder Q(θ)2% (zo) ⊂ Ω× (−T, T ) with zo ∈ Ω× [0, T ), which satisfies
the intrinsic coupling
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
2% (zo)
|uˆ|2m
(2%)2
dxdt ≤ θ2m ≤ −−
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)
|uˆ|2m
%2
dxdt(5.4)
for some 0 < % ≤ 1 and θ ≥ 1 we have the following reverse Ho¨lder inequality
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)
|Duˆm|2dxdt
≤ c
(
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
2% (zo)
|Duˆm|qdxdt
) 2
q
+ c−−
¨
Q
(θ)
2%,+(zo)
[
|F |2 + |∂tgm| 2m2m−1 + |Dgm|2
]
dxdt
for a constant c = c(n,m, ν, L) and for q := 2nd < 2.
Proof. We omit the reference point zo in notation, and consider radii % ≤ r < s ≤ 2%.
From the Caccioppoli estimate in Lemma 3.2 we obtain
sup
t∈Λ(θ)r
−
ˆ
Br
θm−1
b
[
uˆm(t), (uˆm)
(θ)
r
]
r
m+1
m
dx+−−
¨
Q
(θ)
r
|Duˆm|2dxdt(5.5)
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≤ c−−
¨
Q
(θ)
s
[∣∣uˆm − (uˆm)(θ)r ∣∣2
(s− r)2 + θ
m−1 b
[
uˆm, (uˆm)
(θ)
r ]
s
m+1
m − rm+1m
]
dxdt
+ c−−
¨
Q
(θ)
s,+
[
|F |2 + |Dgm|2 + |∂tgm| 2m2m−1
]
dxdt
=: I + II + III.
In the same way as in Lemma 5.1 we can estimate the first term as
I ≤ cR
4m
m+1
r,s −−
¨
Q
(θ)
s
∣∣uˆm − (uˆm)(θ)r ∣∣2
s2
dxdt ≤ cR
4m
m+1
r,s −−
¨
Q
(θ)
s
∣∣uˆm − (uˆm)(θ)s ∣∣2
s2
dxdt,
where in the last step we applied Lemma 2.4. For the second term we use the intrinsic
coupling (5.4) and end up in having
II ≤ cR2r,s−−
¨
Q
(θ)
s
θm−1
b[uˆm, (uˆm)
(θ)
r ]
s
m+1
m
dxdt
≤ cR2r,s
(
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%
|uˆ|2m
%2
dxdt
)m−1
2m
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
s
b[uˆm, (uˆm)
(θ)
r ]
s
m+1
m
dxdt
≤ cR2r,s
(
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
%
∣∣uˆm − (uˆm)(θ)r ∣∣2
%2
dxdt
)m−1
2m
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
s
b[uˆm, (uˆm)
(θ)
r ]
s
m+1
m
dxdt
+ cR2r,s
(∣∣(uˆm)(θ)r ∣∣2
%2
)m−1
2m
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
s
b[uˆm, (uˆm)
(θ)
r ]
s
m+1
m
dxdt
≤ cR2r,s−−
¨
Q
(θ)
s
∣∣uˆm − (uˆm)(θ)s ∣∣2
s2
dxdt,
where we used Lemmas 2.1 (ii) and 2.4 for the last step. Collecting the estimates and
applying Lemma 4.5, we arrive at
sup
t∈Λ(θ)r
−
ˆ
Br
θm−1
b
[
uˆm(t), (uˆm)
(θ)
r
]
r
m+1
m
dx+−−
¨
Q
(θ)
r
|Duˆm|2dxdt
≤ cR
4m
m+1
r,s −−
¨
Q
(θ)
s
∣∣uˆm − (uˆm)(θ)s ∣∣2
s2
dxdt
+ c−−
¨
Q
(θ)
s,+
[
|F |2 + |∂tgm| 2m2m−1 + |Dgm|2
]
dxdt
≤ cεR
4m
m+1
r,s sup
t∈Λ(θ)s
−
ˆ
Bs
θm−1
b[uˆm(·, t), (uˆm)(θ)s ]
s
m+1
m
dx
+
cR
4m
m+1
r,s
ε
2
n
[
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
2% (zo)
∣∣Duˆm∣∣q dxdt] 2q
+ cR
4m
m+1
r,s −−
¨
Q
(θ)
2%,+
[∣∣F ∣∣2 + |∂tgm| 2m2m−1 + |Dgm|2] dxdt.
Choosing ε = 1
2cR
4m
m+1
r,s
and using the Iteration Lemma 2.5 in order to reabsorb the sup-
term into the left-hand side, we deduce the asserted estimate. 
Next we prove the reverse Ho¨lder inequality in the degenerate case.
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Lemma 5.4. Letm > 1 and u be a weak solution to (1.2) where the vector fieldA satisfies
(1.3) and the Cauchy-Dirichlet datum g fulfills (1.5). Then on any cylinder Q(θ)2% (zo) ⊂
Ω× (−T, T ) with zo ∈ Ω× [0, T ) which satisfies the coupling
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
2% (zo)
|uˆ|2m
(2%)2
dxdt ≤ θ2m
≤ K−−
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)
[∣∣Duˆm∣∣2 + (|F |2 + |∂tgm| 2m2m−1 + |Dgm|2)χ{t>0}]dxdt(5.6)
for some 0 < % ≤ 1 and θ ≥ 1 we have the following reverse Ho¨lder inequality
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)
|Duˆm|2dxdt
≤ c
(
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
2% (zo)
|Duˆm|qdxdt
) 2
q
+ c−−
¨
Q
(θ)
2%,+(zo)
[
|F |2 + |∂tgm| 2m2m−1 + |Dgm|2
]
dxdt
for a constant c = c(n,m, ν, L,K) and for q := 2nd < 2.
Proof. Similarly as in the proof of the preceding lemma, we start with estimate (5.5). The
term I is estimated in the same way as before, but now we estimate II by
II ≤ cR2r,s−−
¨
Q
(θ)
s
θm−1
b[uˆm, (uˆm)
(θ)
r ]
s
m+1
m
dxdt
≤ δθ2m + cδR
4m
m+1
r,s −−
¨
Q
(θ)
s (zo)
b[uˆm, (uˆm)
(θ)
r ]
2m
m+1
s2
dxdt
≤ δθ2m + cδR
4m
m+1
r,s −−
¨
Q
(θ)
s (zo)
∣∣uˆm − (uˆm)(θ)s ∣∣2
s2
dxdt.
Using assumption (5.6)2 to bound the first term and Lemma 4.5 for the estimate of the
second, we deduce
II ≤ Kδ−−
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)
[∣∣Duˆm∣∣2 + (|F |2 + |∂tgm| 2m2m−1 + |Dgm|2)χ{t>0}] dxdt
+ cδR
4m
m+1
r,s ε sup
t∈Λ(θ)s
−
ˆ
Bs
θm−1
b[uˆm(·, t), (uˆm)(θ)s ]
s
m+1
m
dx
+
cδR
4m
m+1
r,s
ε
2
n
[
−−
¨
Q
(θ)
2% (zo)
∣∣Duˆm∣∣q dxdt] 2q
+ c−−
¨
Q
(θ)
2%,+(zo)
[
|F |2 + |∂tgm| 2m2m−1 + |Dgm|2
]
dxdt.
Choosing first δ and then ε small in the form δ = 14K and ε =
1
2cδR
4m
m+1
r,s
allows to re-
absorb the sup-term and the term with |Duˆm|2 with the help of Lemma 2.5. Therefore,
we arrive at the claim similarly as in the proof of Lemma 5.3. 
6. PROOF OF HIGHER INTEGRABILITY
6.1. Extension of the boundary values. We consider the cylinder Q8R(yo, τo) ⊂ Rn ×
(−T, T ) with R ∈ (0, 1] and (yo, τo) ∈ ΩT ∪ ∂parΩT . Since the center will be fixed
throughout this section, we will simply write Q% := Q%(yo, τo) for % > 0. We fix a
specific extension of the boundary values in order to derive an estimate on the cylinder
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QR. To this end, we choose a standard cut-off function η ∈ C∞0 (B8R, [0, 1]) with η ≡ 1 in
B4R and |Dη| ≤ 1R in B8R. We assume that the extension of the boundary values is given
by gm = E(ηgm) on Q8R,+ \ ΩT , where the extension operator E from Definition 1.3 is
applied separately on each time slice. Then, for each fixed time t ∈ Λ4R(τo) ∩ (0, T ) we
have the estimatesˆ
B4R×{t}
|Dgm|2+εdx ≤ ‖E(ηgm)‖2+εW 1,2+ε(Rn×{t})(6.1)
≤ c2+εE ‖ηgm‖2+εW 1,2+ε(Ω×{t})
≤ c(cE)
ˆ
Ω∩B8R×{t}
(
|Dgm|2+ε + |g
m|2+ε
R2+ε
)
dx.
In the case n > 2, we use Ho¨lder’s inequality and Sobolev’s embedding to inferˆ
B4R×{t}
|gm|2+ε
R2+ε
dx ≤ c(n)‖gm‖2+ε
L(2+ε)∗ (B4R×{t})
≤ c(n)‖E(ηgm)‖2+εW 1,2+ε(Rn×{t})
≤ c(n, cE)
ˆ
Ω∩B8R×{t}
(
|Dgm|2+ε + |g
m|2+ε
R2+ε
)
dx,
where the last estimate follows from (6.1). In dimension n = 2, we use the Sobolev
embedding W 1,2+ε(Rn) ⊂ C0,α(Rn) with α = ε2+ε , which yieldsˆ
B4R×{t}
|gm|2+ε
R2+ε
dx ≤ c(n)R−ε‖gm‖2+εL∞(B4R×{t})
≤ c(n)R−ε
(
−
ˆ
Ω∩B4R×{t}
|gm| dx+ oscB4R(gm)
)2+ε
≤ c(n)R−ε
(
−
ˆ
Ω∩B4R×{t}
|gm|dx+Rα[E(ηgm)]C0,α(Rn×{t})
)2+ε
≤ c(n)R−ε−
ˆ
Ω∩B4R×{t}
|gm|2+εdx+ c(n)‖E(ηgm)‖2+εW 1,2+ε(Rn×{t})
≤ c(n, α, cE)
ˆ
Ω∩B8R×{t}
(
|Dgm|2+ε + |g
m|2+ε
R2+ε
)
dx,
where we used the measure density property (1.9) and (6.1) in the last step. From the three
preceding estimates, we deduce the bound
(6.2) −−
¨
Q4R
(
|Dgm|2+ε+ |g
m|2+ε
R2+ε
)
dxdt ≤ c−−
¨
Q8R∩ΩT
(
|Dgm|2+ε+ |g
m|2+ε
R2+ε
)
dxdt.
Using the extension of the boundary values specified above, we now define
λo := 1 +
(
−−
¨
Q4R
[
2
|uˆm − gˆm|2 + |gˆ|2m
(4R)2
+ |Dum|2χΩT +G2
]
dxdt
) 1
m+1
where uˆ and gˆ are defined in (4.1) and
G2 := |Dgm|2χ{t>0} +
(|F |2 + |∂tgm| 2m2m−1 )χΩT
We use (6.2) and Lemma 3.1 with θ = 1 in order to estimate
λm+1o ≤ c
(
1 + −−
¨
Q8R∩ΩT
|um − gm|2
R2
dxdt
)
(6.3)
+ c
(
−−
¨
Q8R∩ΩT
(
G2+ε +
|g|m(2+ε)
R2+ε
)
dxdt
) 2
2+ε
.
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For the estimates we also used the measure density condition (1.9), which implies |Q8R ∩
ΩT | ≥ c|Q8R|.
6.2. Construction of a non-uniform system of cylinders. The following construction
is inspired by the one in [4, 15, 34]. However, the boundary case becomes much more
involved due to the fact that the notion of intrinsic cylinder is different at the lateral bound-
ary compared to the interior of the domain. The transition between both cases requires
additional carefulness.
For zo ∈ Q2R, we write do := 12 dist(xo, ∂Ω). We observe that Q(θ)% (zo) ⊂ Q4R
whenever % ∈ (0, R] and θ ≥ 1.
For % ∈ (0, R], we define the parameter θ˜% ≡ θ˜zo;% by
θ˜% := inf
{
θ ∈ [λo,∞) : 1|Q%|
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)
|uˆ|2m
%2
dxdt ≤ θm+1
}
,
if % < do, while in the case % ≥ do, we let
θ˜% := inf
{
θ ∈ [λo,∞) : 1|Q%|
¨
Q
(θ)
% (zo)
2
|uˆm − gˆm|2 + |gˆ|2m
%2
dxdt ≤ θm+1
}
.
Observe that θ˜% is well defined, since the integral condition is satisfied for some θ ≥
λo. This follows from the fact that in the limit θ → ∞, the integral on the left-hand
side converges to zero, while the right-hand side blows up. Note that we can rewrite the
condition for the integral in the definition of θ˜% as −−˜Q(θ)% (zo)
|uˆ|2m
%2 dxdt ≤ θ2m, if % < do
−−˜
Q
(θ)
% (zo)
2 |uˆ
m−gˆm|2+|gˆ|2m
%2 dxdt ≤ θ2m, if % ≥ do.
By the very definition of θ˜% we either have
θ˜% = λo and

−−˜
Q
(θ˜%)
% (zo)
|uˆ|2m
%2 dxdt ≤ θ˜2m% = λ2mo , if % < do
−−˜
Q
(θ)
% (zo)
2 |uˆ
m−gˆm|2+|gˆ|2m
%2 dxdt ≤ θ˜2m% = λ2mo , if % ≥ do
or
θ˜% > λo and

−−˜
Q
(θ˜%)
% (zo)
|uˆ|2m
%2 dxdt = θ˜
2m
% , if % < do
−−˜
Q
(θ˜%)
% (zo)
2 |uˆ
m−gˆm|2+|gˆ|2m
%2 dxdt = θ˜
2m
% , if % ≥ do.
(6.4)
In any case we have θ˜R ≥ λo ≥ 1. If λo < θ˜R and R ≥ do then we obtain
θ˜m+1R =
1
|QR|
¨
Q
(θ˜R)
R (zo)
2
|uˆm − gˆm|2 + |gˆ|2m
R2
dxdt
≤ 4
2
|QR|
¨
Q
(θ˜R)
R (zo)
2
|uˆm − gˆm|2 + |gˆ|2m
(4R)2
dxdt ≤ 4d+2λm+1o ,
where we used the fact that Q(θ˜R)R ⊂ Q4R. If R < do we argue similarly. In any case, we
obtain
(6.5) θ˜R ≤ 4
d+2
m+1λo.
Next, we prove that the function θ˜ is piecewise continuous:
Lemma 6.1. For fixed zo the function % 7→ θ˜% is continuous on (0, do) and [do, R), and
we have
lim
%↑do
θ˜% ≤ lim
%↓do
θ˜%.
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that do ∈ (0, R). If % ∈ (0, do) the
proof works as in [4, Section 6.1]. If % ∈ [do, R] the idea still remains the same, but we
will present the proof for convenience. Therefore, we consider % ∈ [do, R] and ε > 0 and
define θ+ := θ˜% + ε. Then there exists δ = δ(ε, %) > 0 such that
1
|Qr|
¨
Q
(θ+)
r (zo)
2
|uˆm − gˆm|2 + |gˆ|2m
r2
dxdt < θm+1+
for all r ∈ [do, R] with |r − %| < δ. This can be verified by observing that the strict
inequality holds true if r = % and that both sides are continuous with respect to the radius.
This shows θ˜r ≤ θ+ = θ˜% + ε if |r − %| < δ. To prove the reverse inequality we set
θ− := θ˜% − ε. If θ− ≤ λo the desired estimate follows directly from the construction. In
the other case we obtain
1
|Qr|
¨
Q
(θ−)
r (zo)
2
|uˆm − gˆm|2 + |gˆ|2m
r2
dxdt > θm+1−
for all r ∈ [do, R] with |r−%| < δ, where δ = δ(ε, %) was possibly diminished. For r = %,
this follows again directly from the definition, since otherwise we would have θ˜% ≤ θ−,
which is a contradiction. For r with |r − %| < δ the claim follows from the continuity of
both sides as a function of r. This implies θ˜r ≥ θ− = θ˜% − ε and consequently the map
% 7→ θ˜% is continuous on [do, R].
The fact that θ˜% jumps upwards at do follows directly from the definition of θ˜, since
|uˆ|2m ≤ 2(|uˆm − gˆm|2 + |gˆ|2m). 
Unfortunately, the mapping % 7→ θ˜% might not be monotone or continuous at the point
do. This forces us to modify θ˜% in the following way
θ% ≡ θzo,% := max
r∈[%,R]
θ˜zo,r.
Then, by Lemma 6.1 and the construction, the map % 7→ θ% is continuous and monoton-
ically decreasing. This construction can be considered as a rising sun construction (see
Figure 1).
Next, we define
%˜ :=
{
R if θ% = λo,
min{s ∈ [%,R] : θs = θ˜s} if θ% > λo,
(6.6)
i.e. we have θr = θ%˜ for any r ∈ [%, %˜].
Lemma 6.2. (i) For any 0 < % ≤ s ≤ R, the constructed cylinders Q(θ%)s are sub-
intrinsic in the sense
−−˜
Q
(θ%)
s (zo)
|uˆ|2m
s2 dxdt ≤ θ2m% , if s < do,
−−˜
Q
(θ%)
s (zo)
2 |uˆ
m−gˆm|2+|gˆ|2m
s2 dxdt ≤ θ2m% , if s ≥ do.
(ii) For any s ∈ (%,R] we have
θ% ≤
(
s
%
) d+2
m+1
θs.
(iii) For any 0 < % ≤ R there holds
θ% ≤
(
R
%
) d+2
m+1
θR ≤
(
4R
%
) d+2
m+1
λo.
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θ
˜
ϱ,θϱ
λo
r
θr=θ
˜
r
ϱ
θϱ
θ
˜
ϱ
d 0 ϱ˜
θϱ~ = θ
˜
ϱ~
R
θ˜ϱ
θϱ
FIGURE 1. Illustration of the rising sun construction.
Proof. (i) By definition we have θ˜s ≤ θ% so that Q(θ%)s (zo) ⊂ Q(θ˜s)s (zo) and therefore if
s < do
−−
¨
Q
(θ%)
s (zo)
|uˆ|2m
s2
dxdt ≤
(
θ%
θ˜s
)m−1
−−
¨
Q
(θ˜s)
s (zo)
|uˆ|2m
s2
dxdt
≤
(
θ%
θ˜s
)m−1
θ˜2ms = θ
m−1
% θ˜
m+1
s ≤ θ2m% .
If s ≥ do we obtain
−−
¨
Q
(θ%)
s (zo)
2
|uˆm − gˆm|+ |gˆ|2m
s2
dxdt
≤
(
θ%
θ˜s
)m−1
−−
¨
Q
(θ˜s)
s (zo)
2
|uˆm − gˆm|+ |gˆ|2m
s2
dxdt
≤
(
θ%
θ˜s
)m−1
θ˜2ms = θ
m−1
% θ˜
m+1
s ≤ θ2m% .
(ii) If θ% = λo we know that also θs = λo, so that the claim holds true. In the case θ% > λo
we first consider radii s with s ∈ (%, %˜]. Then, θ% = θs and there is nothing to prove. In
contrary, if s ∈ (%˜, R] the monotonicity of % 7→ θ%, (6.4) and the first part of the Lemma
imply in the case %˜ < do
θ% = θ˜%˜ =
[
1
|Q%˜|
¨
Q
(θ%˜)
%˜ (zo)
|uˆ|2m
%˜2
dxdt
] 1
m+1
≤
(
s
%˜
) d+2
m+1
[
1
|Qs|
¨
Q
(θs)
s (zo)
|uˆ|2m
s2
dxdt
] 1
m+1
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≤
(
s
%
) d+2
m+1
θs.
On the other hand, if %˜ ≥ do
θ% = θ˜%˜ =
[
1
|Q%˜|
¨
Q
(θ%˜)
%˜ (zo)
2
|uˆm − gˆm|2 + |gˆ|2m
%˜2
dxdt
] 1
m+1
≤
(
s
%˜
) d+2
m+1
[
1
|Qs|
¨
Q
(θs)
s (zo)
2
|uˆm − gˆm|2 + |gˆ|2m
s2
dxdt
] 1
m+1
≤
(
s
%
) d+2
m+1
θs.
(iii) Combining (ii) for s = R with estimate (6.5) yields the claim, since θR = θ˜R. 
We note that due to the monotonicity of the map % 7→ θ%,zo the above constructed
cylinders are nested in the sense that
Q
(θzo,r)
r (zo) ⊂ Q(θzo,s)s (zo) whenever 0 < r < s ≤ R.
However, these cylinders in general only fulfill the sub-intrinsic coupling condition from
Lemma 6.2 (i).
6.3. Covering property. Next, we will present a Vitali type covering property for the
above constructed cylinders. Using the just established bounds from Lemma 6.2, this result
can be established by a slight adaptation of the arguments in [4, Lemma 6.1] which is based
on the ideas of [15, Lemma 5.2].
Lemma 6.3. There exists a constant cˆ = cˆ(n,m) ≥ 160 such that the following holds
true: Let F be any collection of cylinders Q(θz,r)32r (z) where Q(θz,r)r (z) is a cylinder of the
form as constructed in section 6.2 with radius r ∈ (0, Rcˆ ). Then there exists a countable
subfamily G of disjoint cylinders in F such that⋃
Q∈F
Q ⊂
⋃
Q∈G
Qˆ,
where Qˆ denotes the cˆ32 -times enlarged cylinder Q, i.e. if Q = Q
(θr,z)
32r (z), then Qˆ =
Q
(θz,r)
cˆr (z).
Proof. For j ∈ N define a sub-collection of F as
Fj :=
{
Q
(θz;r)
32r (z) ∈ F : R2j cˆ < r ≤ R2j−1cˆ
}
.
Next we construct a countable collection of disjoint cylinders G ⊂ F inductively as fol-
lows. Let G1 be a maximal disjoint collection of cylinders in F1. Observe that the measure
of every cylinder in G1 is bounded from below by Lemma 6.2 (iii), which implies that G1
is finite. For k ≥ 2, define Gk to be any maximal sub-collection of{
Q ∈ Fk : Q ∩Q∗ = ∅ for any Q∗ ∈
k−1⋃
j=1
Gj
}
.
Collection Gk is again finite, and we can define
G :=
⋃
j∈N
Gj .
Now G is a countable disjoint sub-collection of F . To conclude the result we show that for
any Q ∈ F there exists a cylinder Q∗ ∈ G such that Q ⊂ Qˆ∗.
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Fix Q = Q(θz;r)32r (z) ∈ F . Then Q ∈ Fj for some j ∈ N. Since Gj is maximal, there
exists Q∗ = Q(θz∗;r∗ )32r∗ (z∗) ∈
⋃j
i=1 Gj satisfying Q ∩ Q∗ 6= ∅. From the definitions it
follows that r ≤ R2j−1cˆ and r∗ > R2j cˆ , which implies r ≤ 2r∗. Then clearly B32r(x) ⊂
B160r∗(x∗). The main objective of the rest of the proof is to deduce the inclusion
(6.7) Λ(θz,r)32r (t) ⊂ Λ(θz∗,r∗ )cˆr∗ (t∗).
Next we show that
θz∗;r∗ ≤ (4µ)
d+2
m+1 θz;r,(6.8)
where µ = 128. By r˜∗ ∈ [r∗, R] we denote the radius from (6.6) associated to the cylinder
Q
(θz∗;r∗ )
r∗ (z∗). Recall that either Q
(θz∗;r∗ )
r˜∗ (z∗) is intrinsic or r˜∗ = R and θz∗;r∗ = λo. In
the latter case we have
θz∗;r∗ = λo ≤ θz;r.
Therefore, we can assume that Q(θz∗;r∗ )r˜∗ (z∗) is intrinsic, which means
1
|Qr˜∗ |
˜
Q
(θz∗;r∗ )
r˜∗ (z∗)
|uˆ|2m
r˜2∗
dydτ = θm+1z∗;r∗ , if r˜∗ <
1
2 dist(x∗, ∂Ω)
1
|Qr˜∗ |
˜
Q
(θz∗,r∗ )
r˜∗ (z∗)
2 |uˆ
m−gˆm|2+|gˆ|2m
r˜2∗
dydτ = θm+1z∗;r∗ , if r˜∗ ≥ 12 dist(x∗, ∂Ω)
(6.9)
We first consider the case where r˜∗ > Rµ . Here we obtain by triangle inequality in both
of the cases r˜∗ < 12 dist(x∗, ∂Ω) and r˜∗ ≥ 12 dist(x∗, ∂Ω) that
θm+1z∗;r∗ =
1
|Qr˜∗ |
¨
Q
(θz∗,r∗ )
r˜∗ (z∗)
2
|uˆm − gˆm|2 + |gˆ|2m
r˜2∗
dydτ
≤
(
4R
r˜∗
)2
1
|Qr˜∗ |
¨
Q4R
2
|uˆm − gˆm|2 + |gˆ|2m
(4R)2
dydτ
≤
(
4R
r˜∗
)d+2
λm+1o ≤ (4µ)d+2θm+1z;r .
This shows (6.8) if r˜∗ > Rµ . Next, we assume that r˜∗ ≤ Rµ . We can assume that θz;r ≤
θz∗;r∗ since otherwise (6.8) follows directly. Since the cylinders Q and Q
∗ intersect, we
have
(6.10) |t− t∗| ≤ θ1−mz;r (32r)
m+1
m + θ1−mz∗;r∗(32r∗)
m+1
m .
Because % 7→ θz;% is decreasing and r ≤ 2r∗ ≤ 2r˜∗ ≤ µr˜∗, we have that
θz∗;r∗ ≥ θz;r ≥ θz;µr˜∗ .
This implies that
θ1−mz∗;r∗(32r˜∗)
m+1
m + |t− t∗| ≤ 2θ1−mz∗;r∗(32r˜∗)
m+1
m + θ1−mz;r (32r)
m+1
m
≤ 2 · 64m+1m θ1−mz;µr˜∗ r˜
m+1
m∗ ≤ θ1−mz;µr˜∗(µr˜∗)
m+1
m ,
which shows that
Λ
(θz∗;r∗ )
32r˜∗ (t∗) ⊂ Λ
(θz;µr˜∗ )
µr˜∗ (t)
holds true. Since |x−x∗| ≤ 96r˜∗, we also have that B32r˜∗(x∗) ⊂ Bµr˜∗(x). Thus we have
the inclusion
(6.11) Q(θz∗;r∗ )32r˜∗ (z∗) ⊂ Q
(θz;µr˜∗ )
µr˜∗ (z).
If r˜∗ ≥ 12 dist(x∗, ∂Ω), then we also get
1
2
dist(x, ∂Ω) ≤ 1
2
dist(x∗, ∂Ω) +
1
2
|x− x∗| ≤ r˜∗ + 1
2
(32r + 32r∗) ≤ 49r˜∗ ≤ µr˜∗.
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Therefore, using the intrinsic scaling and Lemma 6.2 (i) leads to
θm+1z∗,r∗ =
1
|Qr˜∗ |
¨
Q
(θz∗,r∗ )
r˜∗ (z∗)
2
|uˆm − gˆm|2 + |gˆ|2m
r˜2∗
dydτ
≤ µ
d+2
|Qµr˜∗ |
¨
Q
(θz,µr˜∗ )
µr˜∗ (z)
2
|uˆm − gˆm|2 + |gˆ|2m
(µr˜∗)2
dydτ
≤ µd+2θm+1z;µr˜∗ ≤ µd+2θm+1z;r .
On the other hand if r˜∗ < 12 dist(x∗, ∂Ω) we obtain the same estimate. This can be seen
as follows: If µr˜∗ < 12 dist(x, ∂Ω) we have
θm+1z∗,r∗ =
1
|Qr˜∗ |
¨
Q
(θz∗,r∗ )
r˜∗ (z∗)
|uˆ|2m
r˜2∗
dydτ
≤ µ
d+2
|Qµr˜∗ |
¨
Q
(θz,µr˜∗ )
µr˜∗ (z)
|uˆ|2m
(µr˜∗)2
dydτ
≤ µd+2θm+1z;µr˜∗ ≤ µd+2θm+1z;r ,
and for µr˜∗ ≥ 12 dist(x, ∂Ω) we can use the triangle inequality to obtain
θm+1z∗,r∗ =
1
|Qr˜∗ |
¨
Q
(θz∗,r∗ )
r˜∗ (z∗)
|uˆ|2m
r˜2∗
dydτ
≤ µ
d+2
|Qµr˜∗ |
¨
Q
(θz,µr˜∗ )
µr˜∗ (z)
2
|uˆm − gˆm|2 + |gˆ|2m
(µr˜∗)2
dydτ
≤ µd+2θm+1z;µr˜∗ ≤ µd+2θm+1z;r .
This finally shows (6.8). Now by using (6.10), r ≤ 2r∗ and (6.8) we can estimate
θ1−mz;r (32r)
m+1
m + |t− t∗| ≤ 2θ1−mz;r (32r)
m+1
m + θ1−mz∗;r∗(32r∗)
m+1
m
≤ 32m+1m
[
1 + 2 · 2m+1m · 512 (m−1)(d+2)m+1
]
θ1−mz∗;r∗r
m+1
m∗
≤ θ1−mz∗;r∗(cˆr∗)
m+1
m ,
for a constant cˆ = cˆ(n,m) > 32, which shows the inclusion (6.7). After possibly enlarging
cˆ such that cˆ ≥ 160 is satisfied, we have Q ⊂ Qˆ∗ which completes the proof. 
6.4. Stopping time argument. For λ > λo and r ∈ (0, 2R] we define the super-level set
E(r, λ) := {z ∈ Qr ∩ ΩT : z is a Lebesgue point of |Dum| and |Dum|(z) > λm} ,
where the notion of Lebesgue point has to be understood with respect to the system of
cylinders constructed in Section 6.2. Because of the Vitali type covering property from
Lemma 6.3, almost every point is a Lebesgue point also in this sense, see [13, 2.9.1]. For
fixed 0 < R ≤ R1 < R2 ≤ 2R we consider the cylinders
QR ⊆ QR1 ⊂ QR2 ⊆ Q2R.
Let zo ∈ E(R1, λ). By definition of this set, we have
lim inf
s↓0
−−
¨
Q
(θs)
s (zo)
[
|Dum|2χΩT +G2
]
dxdt ≥ |Dum|2(zo) > λ2m.
In the following, we consider values of λ satisfying
λ > Bλo where B :=
(
4cˆR
R2 −R1
) n+2
m+1
> 1,
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in which cˆ is the constant from the Vitali covering lemma 6.3. For radii s with
R2 −R1
cˆ
≤ s ≤ R
we obtain by using Lemma 6.2 (iii)
−−
¨
Q
(θs)
s (zo)
[
|Dum|2χΩT +G2
]
dxdt ≤ |Q4R|
|Q(θs)s |
−−
¨
Q4R
[
|Dum|2χΩT +G2
]
dxdt
≤ |Q4R||Qs| θ
m−1
s λ
m+1
o
≤
(
4R
s
)d+ (d+2)(m−1)m+1
λ2mo
≤
(
4cˆR
R2 −R1
)d+ (d+2)(m−1)m+1
λ2mo
= B2mλ2mo < λ
2m.
By absolute continuity of the integral and the continuity of s 7→ θs, there exists a maximal
radius %zo ∈ (0, R2−R1cˆ ) such that
−−
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
%zo
(zo)
[
|Dum|2χΩT +G2
]
dxdt = λ2m.(6.12)
The maximality of %zo implies
−−
¨
Q
(θs)
s (zo)
[
|Dum|2χΩT +G2
]
dxdt < λ2m(6.13)
for any s ∈ (%zo , R].
6.5. Reverse Ho¨lder inequalities. As before we consider zo ∈ E(R1, λ) and abbreviate
θ%zo ≡ θzo,%zo . From now on we denote the exponent q < 2 as the maximum of the
Sobolev exponents q in Lemma 4.2 and 2nd in Lemma 4.5. We distinguish between the
non-degenerate and the degenerate case, which correspond to the cases %˜zo ≤ 2%zo and
%˜zo > 2%zo .
6.5.1. The non-degenerate case %˜zo ≤ 2%zo . In this case, we note that the cylinder
Q
(θ%zo )
%˜zo
(zo) is intrinsic since %˜zo < R. We first consider the boundary case %˜zo ≥ do.
Lemma 6.2 (i) and the fact that Q
(θ%zo )
%˜zo
(zo) is intrinsic imply
−−
¨
Q
(θ%zo )
4%˜zo
(zo)
2
|uˆm − gˆm|2 + |gˆ|2m
(4%˜zo)
2
dxdt ≤ θ2m%zo
≤ 2d+2−−
¨
Q
(θ%zo )
2%˜zo
(zo)
2
|uˆm − gˆm|2 + |gˆ|2m
(2%˜zo)
2
dxdt.
Since %˜zo ≥ do, the cylinderQ
(θ%zo )
2%˜zo
(zo) intersects or touches the lateral boundary. Hence,
we are in position to use Lemma 5.1 on this cylinder to obtain
1
|Q(θ%zo )%zo |
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
%zo
(zo)∩ΩT
|Dum|2dxdt
≤ c
|Q(θ%zo )2%˜zo |
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
2%˜zo
(zo)∩ΩT
|Dum|2dxdt
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≤
 c
|Q(θ%zo )16%˜zo |
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
16%˜zo
(zo)∩ΩT
|Dum|qdxdt
 2q + c−−¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
16%˜zo ,+
G2dxdt
≤
 c
|Q(θ%zo )32%zo |
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
32%zo
(zo)∩ΩT
|Dum|qdxdt
 2q + c−−¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
32%zo ,+
G2dxdt,
which is the desired reverse Ho¨lder inequality. In the remaining case %˜zo < do, we are
either in the interior case (ifQ
(θ%zo )
2%˜zo
b ΩT ) or we might intersect with the initial boundary.
Therefore, Lemma 6.2 (i) and the fact that Q
(θ%zo )
%˜zo
(zo) is intrinsic imply
−−
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
2%˜zo
(zo)
|uˆ|2m
(2%˜zo)
2
dxdt ≤ θ2m%zo = −−
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
%˜zo
(zo)
|uˆ|2m
%˜2zo
dxdt,
so that the conditions in Lemma 5.3 are satisfied for the cylinder Q
(θ%zo )
%˜zo
(zo). Hence, we
obtain
1
|Q(θ%zo )%zo |
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
%zo ,+
(zo)
|Dum|2dxdt
≤ c
|Q(θ%zo )%˜zo |
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
%˜zo
(zo)
|Duˆm|2dxdt
≤
 c
|Q(θ%zo )2%˜zo |
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
2%˜zo
(zo)
|Duˆm|qdxdt
 2q + c−−¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
2%˜zo ,+
G2dxdt
≤
 c
|Q(θ%zo )4%zo |
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
4%zo
(zo)
|Duˆm|qdxdt
 2q + c−−¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
4%zo ,+
G2dxdt.
This completes the treatment of the case %˜zo ≤ 2%zo .
6.5.2. The degenerate case %˜zo > 2%zo . The main objective in this case is the proof of the
claim
(6.14) θ2m%zo ≤ c−−
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
%zo
(zo)
[
|Dum|2χΩT +G2
]
dxdt
for a universal constant c. For the derivation of this property, we distinguish between
various cases. First, we observe that in the case θ%zo = λo, the claim is immediate because
θ2m%zo = λ
2m
o < λ
2m = −−
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
%zo
(zo)
[
|Dum|2χΩT +G2
]
dxdt
by (6.12). Therefore, we may assume that θ%zo > λo, in which case the cylinder
Q
(θ%zo )
%˜zo
(zo) is intrinsic. We first consider the case %˜zo < do. We use the Poincare´ in-
equality from Lemma 4.5, inequality (6.13) and Lemma 6.2 (i) with s = 12 %˜zo > %zo to
obtain
θm%zo =
[
−−
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
%˜zo
(zo)
|uˆ|2m
%˜2zo
dxdt
] 1
2
≤
−−¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
%˜zo
(zo)
∣∣uˆm − (uˆm)(θ%zo )
zo;
1
2 %˜zo
∣∣2
%˜2zo
dxdt

1
2
+
|(uˆm)(θ%zo )
zo;
1
2 %˜zo
|
%˜zo
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≤ c
[
−−
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
%˜zo
(zo)
[
|Dum|2χΩT +G2
]
dxdt
] 1
2
+ 12
−−¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
1
2
%˜zo
(zo)
|uˆ|2m
( 12 %˜zo)
2
dxdt
 12
≤ cλm + 12θm%zo .
This implies θ2m%zo ≤ cλ2m, which in turn yields claim (6.14) in view of property (6.12).
Next, we turn our attention to the case %˜zo ≥ do. Now we use Lemma 4.1 on the cylinder
Q
(θ%˜zo )
8%˜zo
(zo), which is possible since %˜zo ≥ do implies B8%˜zo/3 \Ω 6= ∅. Moreover, we use
Lemmas 2.4 and 4.3 and then inequality (6.13). This leads us to the estimate
θm%zo =
[
−−
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
%˜zo
(zo)
2
|uˆm − gˆm|2 + |gˆ|2m
%˜2zo
dxdt
] 1
2
(6.15)
≤
[
−−
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
%˜zo
(zo)
2
|uˆm − gˆm|2
%˜2zo
dxdt
] 1
2
+
−−¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
%˜zo
(zo)
2
∣∣gˆm − (gˆm)(θ%zo )
zo;
1
2 %˜zo
∣∣2
%˜2zo
dxdt

1
2
+
√
2
∣∣(gˆm)(θ%zo )
zo;
1
2 %˜zo
∣∣
%˜zo
≤ c
[
−−
¨
Q
(θ8%˜zo
)
8%˜zo
(zo)
[
|Dum|2χΩT +G2
]
dxdt
] 1
2
+ 12
−−¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
1
2
%˜zo
(zo)
2
|gˆ|2m
( 12 %˜zo)
2
dxdt
 12
≤ cλm + 12
−−¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
1
2
%˜zo
(zo)
2
|gˆ|2m
( 12 %˜zo)
2
dxdt
 12 .
For the estimate of the last integral, we distinguish further between the cases 12 %˜zo ≥ do
and 12 %˜zo < do ≤ %˜zo . In the first case, Lemma 6.2 (i) with s = 12 %˜zo ≥ %zo , which
satisfies s ≥ do, yields
1
2
−−¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
1
2
%˜zo
(zo)
2
|gˆ|2m
( 12 %˜zo)
2
dxdt
 12 ≤ 12θm%zo .
In the second case 12 %˜zo < do ≤ %˜zo , we estimate
1
2
−−¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
1
2
%˜zo
(zo)
2
|gˆ|2m
( 12 %˜zo)
2
dxdt
 12
≤ 12
−−¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
1
2
%˜zo
(zo)
2
|gˆm − uˆm|2
( 12 %˜zo)
2
dxdt
 12 + 1√
2
−−¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
1
2
%˜zo
(zo)
|uˆ|2m
( 12 %˜zo)
2
dxdt
 12
≤ c
[
−−
¨
Q
(θ8%˜zo
)
8%˜zo
(zo)
[
|Dum|2χΩT +G2
]
dxdt
] 1
2
+ 1√
2
θm%zo
≤ cλm + 1√
2
θm%zo ,
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where we applied Lemma 4.1 on Q
(θ%˜zo )
8%˜zo
(zo), Lemma 6.2 (i) with s = 12 %˜zo < do and
(6.13). In view of the last two estimates, we infer from (6.15) that in both cases, we have
θm%zo ≤ cλm + 1√2 θ
m
%zo
.
By absorbing 1√
2
θm%zo into the left-hand side and recalling (6.12), we obtain the claim
(6.14) in the remaining case %˜zo ≥ do. Hence, we have established (6.14) in any case.
Now we are in position to derive the reverse Ho¨lder inequality in the degenerate case.
If %zo < do, we observe that Lemma 6.2 (i) implies
−−
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
2%zo
|uˆ|2m
(2%zo)
2
dxdt ≤ θ2m%zo .
Combined with (6.14) and the fact B2%zo (xo) ⊂ Ω, this shows that the assumptions of
Lemma 5.4 are satisfied, which provides us with the reverse Ho¨lder inequality
1
|Q(θ%zo )%zo |
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
%zo
(zo)
|Duˆm|2dxdt
≤
 c
|Q(θ%zo )2%zo |
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
2%zo
(zo)
|Duˆm|qdxdt
 2q + c−−¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
2%zo ,+
G2dxdt.
On the other hand if %zo ≥ do, we infer from Lemma 6.2 (i) that
−−
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
4%zo
2
|uˆm − gˆm|2 + |gˆ|2m
(4%zo)
2
dxdt ≤ θ2m%zo .
Because of (6.14) and %zo ≥ do, we can thus apply Lemma 5.2 with % = 2%zo and obtain
1
|Q(θ%zo )%zo |
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
%zo
(zo)∩ΩT
|Dum|2dxdt
≤ c
|Q(θ%zo )2%zo |
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
2%zo
(zo)∩ΩT
|Dum|2dxdt
≤
 c
|Q(θ%zo )16%zo |
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
16%zo
(zo)∩ΩT
|Dum|qdxdt
 2q + c−−¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
16%zo ,+
G2dxdt.
This concludes the proof for the degenerate case. In summary, in any case we have estab-
lished the reverse Ho¨lder inequality
1∣∣Q(θ%zo )%zo ∣∣
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
%zo
(zo)∩ΩT
|Dum|2dxdt
≤
 c∣∣Q(θ%zo )32%zo ∣∣
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
32%zo
(zo)∩ΩT
|Dum|qdxdt
 2q + c−−¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
32%zo ,+
G2dxdt.(6.16)
6.6. Estimate on super-level sets. We define the super-level set for function G as
G(r, λ) := {z ∈ Qr : z is a Lebesgue point of G and |G(z)| > λm} .
For η ∈ (0, 1] we have
λ2m = −−
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
%zo
(zo)
[
|Dum|2χΩT +G2
]
dxdt
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≤ c
(
−−
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
32%zo
(zo)
|Dum|qχΩT dxdt
) 2
q
+ c−−
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
32%zo ,+
G2dxdt
≤ cη2mλ2m +
 c∣∣Q(θ%zo )32%zo ∣∣
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
32%zo
(zo)∩E(R2,ηλ)
|Dum|qdxdt
 2q
+
c∣∣Q(θ%zo )32%zo ∣∣
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
32%zo ,+
∩G(R2,ηλ)
G2dxdt,
by using (6.12) and (6.16). Now by choosing η2m = 12c we can absorb the first term into
the left-hand side. In order to treat the second term we estimate(
c∣∣Q(θ%zo )32%zo ∣∣
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
32%zo
(zo)∩E(R2,ηλ)
|Dum|qdxdt
) 2
q−1
≤
(
−−
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
32%zo
(zo)
|Dum|2χΩT dxdt
)1− q2
≤ cλm(2−q),
where we used Ho¨lder’s inequality and inequality (6.13). Collecting the estimates above
we have
λ2m
∣∣Q(θ%zo )32%zo ∣∣ ≤ c¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
32%zo
(zo)∩E(R2,ηλ)
λm(2−q)
∣∣Dum∣∣2dxdt
+ c
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
32%zo ,+
∩G(R2,ηλ)
G2dxdt.
On the other hand, inequality (6.13), the monotonicity of the mapping % 7→ θ% and
Lemma 6.2 (ii) imply that
λ2m > −−
¨
Q
(θcˆ%zo
)
cˆ%zo
(zo)
|Dum|2χΩT dxdt ≥ cˆ
(1−m)(d+2)
m+1 −−
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
cˆ%zo
(zo)
|Dum|2χΩT dxdt.
The two previous estimates lead to¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
cˆ%zo
(zo)
|Dum|2χΩT dxdt ≤ c
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
32%zo
(zo)∩E(R2,ηλ)
λm(2−q)
∣∣Dum∣∣2dxdt
+ c
¨
Q
(θ%zo
)
32%zo ,+
∩G(R2,ηλ)
G2dxdt(6.17)
for every zo ∈ E(R1, λ). Next we cover the set E(R1, λ) by the collection of cylinders
F := {Q(θzo;%zo )32%zo (zo)}zo∈E(R1,λ). By Vitali-type covering lemma 6.3 there exists a count-
able disjoint sub-collection {
Q
(θzi;%zi
)
32%zi
(zi)
}
i∈N
⊂ F ,
such that
E(R1, λ) ⊂
⋃
i∈N
Q
(θzi;%zi
)
cˆ%zi
(zi) ⊂ QR2
holds true. This and (6.17) imply
¨
E(R1,λ)
∣∣Dum∣∣2 dxdt ≤ ∞∑
i=1
¨
Q
(θzi;%zi
)
cˆ%zi
(zi)
∣∣Dum∣∣2χΩT dxdt
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≤ c
∞∑
i=1
¨
Q
(θzi;%zi
)
32%zi
(zi)∩E(R2,ηλ)
λm(2−q)
∣∣Dum∣∣2dxdt
+ c
∞∑
i=1
¨
Q
(θzi;%zi
)
32%zi
,+ (zi)∩G(R2,ηλ)
G2dxdt
≤ c
¨
E(R2,ηλ)
λm(2−q)
∣∣Dum∣∣2dxdt+ c¨
G(R2,ηλ)
G2dxdt.
In the set E(R1, ηλ) \E(R1, λ) by definition
∣∣Dum∣∣2 ≤ λ2m a.e.. Thus we can estimate¨
E(R1,ηλ)\E(R1,λ)
∣∣Dum∣∣2 dxdt ≤ ¨
E(R2,ηλ)
λm(2−q)
∣∣Dum∣∣q dxdt.
Now by combining the previous two inequalities and replacing ηλ by λ, we obtain that¨
E(R1,λ)
∣∣Dum∣∣2 dxdt
≤ c
¨
E(R2,λ)
λm(2−q)
∣∣Dum∣∣q dxdt+ c¨
G(R2,λ)
G2 dxdt(6.18)
holds true for any λ ≥ ηBλo =: λ1.
6.7. Proof of the gradient estimate. With estimate (6.18) on super-level sets and using
Fubini-type arguments we are finally able to prove the higher integrability for the gradient
of the solution. In order to ensure that quantities we end up re-absorbing are finite we
consider truncations. For k > λ1 we define∣∣Dum∣∣
k
:= min
{∣∣Dum∣∣, km},
and the corresponding super-level set as
Ek(r, λ) :=
{
z ∈ Qr ∩ ΩT :
∣∣Dum∣∣
k
(z) > λm
}
.
With this notation and estimate (6.18) we have¨
Ek(R1,λ)
∣∣Dum∣∣2−q
k
∣∣Dum∣∣q dxdt
≤ c
¨
Ek(R2,λ)
λm(2−q)
∣∣Dum∣∣q dxdt+ c¨
G(R2,λ)
G2 dxdt
for k > λ1. Here we exploited the facts that
∣∣Dum∣∣
k
≤ ∣∣Dum∣∣ a.e., Ek(r, λ) = E(r, λ)
if k > λ and Ek(r, λ) = ∅ if k ≤ λ.
Let ε ∈ (0, 1]. We multiply the inequality above by λεm−1 and integrate over the
interval (λ1,∞). By using Fubini’s theorem, on the left-hand side we have
ˆ ∞
λ1
λεm−1
(¨
Ek(R1,λ)
∣∣Dum∣∣2−q
k
∣∣Dum∣∣q dxdt) dλ
=
¨
Ek(R1,λ1)
∣∣Dum∣∣2−q
k
∣∣Dum∣∣q(ˆ |Dum| 1mk
λ1
λεm−1 dλ
)
dxdt
=
1
εm
¨
Ek(R1,λ1)
(∣∣Dum∣∣2−q+ε
k
∣∣Dum∣∣q − λεm1 ∣∣Dum∣∣2−qk ∣∣Dum∣∣q) dxdt.
For the first term on the right-hand side we obtain
ˆ ∞
λ1
λm(2−q+ε)−1
(¨
Ek(R2,λ)
∣∣Dum∣∣q dxdt) dλ
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=
¨
Ek(R2,λ1)
∣∣Dum∣∣q(ˆ |Dum| 1mk
λ1
λm(2−q+ε)−1 dλ
)
dxdt
≤ 1
m(2− q + ε)
¨
Ek(R2,λ1)
∣∣Dum∣∣2−q+ε
k
∣∣Dum∣∣q dxdt
≤ 1
m(2− q)
¨
Ek(R2,λ1)
∣∣Dum∣∣2−q+ε
k
∣∣Dum∣∣q dxdt,
and for the last term
ˆ ∞
λ1
λεm−1
(¨
G(R2,λ)
G2 dxdt
)
dλ =
¨
G(R2,λ1)
G2
( ˆ G 1m
λ1
λεm−1 dλ
)
dxdt
≤ 1
εm
¨
G(R2,λ1)
G2+ε dxdt
≤ 1
εm
¨
Q2R,+
G2+ε dxdt.
Combining the estimates and multiplying by εm we obtain¨
Ek(R1,λ1)
∣∣Dum∣∣2−q+ε
k
∣∣Dum∣∣q dxdt
≤ λεm1
¨
Ek(R1,λ1)
∣∣Dum∣∣2−q
k
∣∣Dum∣∣q dxdt
+
c ε
2− q
¨
Ek(R2,λ1)
∣∣Dum∣∣2−q+ε
k
∣∣Dum∣∣q dxdt
+ c
¨
Q2R,+
G2+ε dxdt.
For the complement (QR1 ∩ ΩT ) \Ek(R1, λ1) we estimate¨
QR1\Ek(R1,λ1)
∣∣Dum∣∣2−q+ε
k
∣∣Dum∣∣qχΩT dxdt
≤ λεm1
¨
QR1\Ek(R1,λ1)
∣∣Dum∣∣2−q
k
∣∣Dum∣∣qχΩT dxdt.
Adding the two previous estimates we deduce¨
QR1
∣∣Dum∣∣2−q+ε
k
∣∣Dum∣∣qχΩT dxdt
≤ c∗ε
2− q
¨
QR2
∣∣Dum∣∣2−q+ε
k
∣∣Dum∣∣qχΩT dxdt
+ λεm1
¨
Q2R
∣∣Dum∣∣2χΩT dxdt+ c¨
Q2R,+
G2+ε dxdt
for c∗ = c∗(m,n,N, ν, L, α, µ, %o) ≥ 1. Next we choose
εo :=
2− q
2c∗
< 1
and assume that ε ≤ εo. Now λε1 = (ηBλo)ε ≤ Bλεo since η ≤ 1, B > 1 and ε < 1. We
obtain¨
QR1
∣∣Dum∣∣2−q+ε
k
∣∣Dum∣∣qχΩT dxdt
≤ 1
2
¨
QR2
∣∣Dum∣∣2−q+ε
k
∣∣Dum∣∣qχΩT dxdt
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+ c
(
R
R2 −R1
)m(n+2)
m+1
λεmo
¨
Q2R
∣∣Dum∣∣2χΩT dxdt+ c¨
Q2R,+
G2+ε dxdt,
for any R1, R2 satisfying R ≤ R1 < R2 ≤ 2R. By using Iteration Lemma 2.5 we can
re-absorb the first term into the left-hand side. Then by passing to the limit k → ∞ and
using Fatou’s Lemma we can conclude¨
QR∩ΩT
∣∣Dum∣∣2+ε dxdt
≤ cλεmo
¨
Q2R∩ΩT
∣∣Dum∣∣2 dxdt+ c¨
Q2R,+
G2+ε dxdt.
Estimating λo by means of (6.3) and the last integral by (6.2) proves the estimate¨
QR∩ΩT
∣∣Dum∣∣2+ε dxdt
≤ c
(
1 +−−
¨
Q8R∩ΩT
|um − gm|2
R2
dxdt
) εm
m+1 ¨
Q2R∩ΩT
∣∣Dum∣∣2 dxdt
+ c
(
−−
¨
Q8R∩ΩT
[
G2+ε +
|g|m(2+ε)
R2+ε
]
dxdt
) 2εm
(2+ε)(m+1)
¨
Q2R∩ΩT
∣∣Dum∣∣2 dxdt
+ c
¨
Q2R∩ΩT
[
G2+ε +
|g|m(2+ε)
R2+ε
]
dxdt,
with c = c(m,n,N, ν, L, α, µ, %o, cE). Finally, we note that we can replace the integrals
over Q8R by integrals over Q2R by a standard covering argument. More precisely, we
cover the cylinder QR by smaller cylinders QR/8(zi) with centers zi ∈ QR, apply the
preceding estimate on each of the smaller cylinders and sum up the resulting inequalities.
This procedure leads to the asserted estimate (1.10). The local estimate implies |Dum| ∈
L2+ε(Ωτ ) for every τ < T . However, we can assume that the solution is given on the
larger cylinder Ω2T by reflecting the boundary values across the time slice Ω × {T} and
solving a Cauchy-Dirichlet problem on Ω × [T, 2T ]. Applying the preceding result on
Ω2T , we deduce the remaining assertion |Dum| ∈ L2+ε(ΩT ). This completes the proof
of Theorem 1.4.
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